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Dedication

THIS book and these words represent the culmination of
a lifetime spent dreaming of unprecedented, revolutionary
ideas that lead towards a New Human World for us all. It is
dedicated to the courageous, embattled and long time suffering Human life force on this Earth. In desperate, impoverished and enslaved lives in day to day unyielding courage,
languishing beneath hopelessly unbearable burdens, with
bloodied and unbowed heads1, they rage to awaken the potential for a truly Human, compassionate and evolved world
and set it free. They are the unsung, impossible dreamers
in this world who somehow carry on, and stand and stay in
living Hell. They are the true hope and incredible legends
of our time. Give them a vision and a dream to hold on to
and stand upon and they will simply move this world. These
words are for them.
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A NEW WAY TO BE HUMAN ON EARTH

Introduction

THESE ideas will cause a firestorm in our world. Give us a
beachhead and a rallying cry for hope in the last great Human
revolution on Earth that is storming through our civilization
today. They will help us all find the answers to the three great
enigmas of our age.
Why should we truly care for each other?
Why were we born?
What does Universe really mean?
True growth, change and lasting progress always come from
within. From the magnificent potential inside us all. From the
true glory and destiny of Universe speaking through all of our
lives. In the final analysis the finest thing any of our leaders
can do for us is to truly believe in each of us enough so that
they inspire us to be more than we thought we could possibly
become. To touch the common soul we all share. Each of us
have the potential to leave behind our primitive state of mind
and become one, whole golden new civilization together.
Introduction
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Together we can solve this insanity and change this shattering
disintegration into magnificent cohesion. It is time you and I
reach beyond our desperate, separate lives and stand together as one life force and do the impossible, hand in hand. We
must learn to truly care for each other and carry the Human
chain of life into eternity. Deep inside every one of us the light
still flickers. The hope still endures. At last and finally it is up
to us. We must make it through.
We carry the Human dream.
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1

FROM every corner of our world the evidence is becoming
stark and terrible. We appear to be headed into a dark night
for the Human species. It is a shattering terror that is almost
impossibly raw and brutal to face, and we seem helpless to
halt this downward spiral. Not that we haven’t raged against
it. Not that we haven’t moved heaven and Earth in herculean
effort to try to escape, to find a way out. Our world is alive
everywhere with the hope that we can. That the Human species will somehow survive. To the end there will always be
that hope. In the lost darkness, in the chaos, in the raging,
blind terror, brutal savagery of crushing fear that candle has
always burned. Somehow it never dies. But it is not enough.
We need the chance to begin again. We need a chance to start
over…fresh…somehow doing things differently…opening a
door into a new Universe and a new Human dream. All of us
desperately need to find a new way to be Human on this Earth.
Almost 60 years ago John F. Kennedy spoke of a “World of
peace where the weak are safe, and the strong are just.2”
He was a politician but his words and his dream live on.
Introduction
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His vision inspired us all to believe in a civilization where
“Knowledge, not hate, is the passkey to the future.3” Back
then all of us lived in the hope for a future enlightened with
cooperation and compassion, with room for tolerance and
diversity. Each of us responded to his challenge that “No
problem of Human destiny is beyond Human beings.4” In that
visionary and hopeful age we were beginning to understand
that “Wisdom requires the long view.5” And that blessed visionary and dreamer Martin Luther King also stood on the
precipice of eternity bathed in glory and ministered us from
that lonely mountaintop that “love is the supreme unifying
principle of life.6” And we believed in that vision. We believed
in that dream, so many years ago. All of us…we did.
But we live in a different world, now. Since that horrid agony
of their tragic, ruthless killings over half a century ago, our
world has careened into lost darkness and abominable ignorance culminating into the diabolical, draconian madness of
hate, fear, inhumanity and hopelessness that engulfs us all
today.
Our life force desperately needs that “long view”, and that glory today. On the edge of the dark precipice of extinction and
oblivion for the Human race, in this insanity that has become
Human civilization in the 21st century, somehow you and I have
to resurrect that vision and the hope to believe again that we
mortals can transform the world and reach for the dream of
peace and community for us all. We need a new vision and a
new dream that will unite all of Humankind on Earth into a
global life force to change and create a new Human destiny
for all of our children’s children. We need to believe that together we can change the world again.
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2
Change

HERE today we Humans seem to be on a disastrous collision
course where civilization and our biosphere may not survive.
Our lifetimes begin to cascade into desperation. There seems
to be no way out. But this crescendo has been building for
forever. This drama has been scripted from the start. It has
simply been a matter of time. We must begin to see that these
times are momentous and of monumental importance. And
this crucial moment in all Human history has been a long
time coming.
Etched forever into the saga of Universe is an indestructible
truth that we can no longer turn away from, but must face
full on in this “age of consequences.7” It is the lesson of life,
and eternity. It is what Universe means. We must play out our
part. We must bring the Human dream home. We have always
secretly known that Universe would one day summon the life
spirit inside us to a final confrontation. A confrontation with
ourselves. The final challenge to be what we were created to
become. Deep inside in the heart center we have known that
there will come a point where Humankind and Universe itself
Change
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will be poised finally on the fulcrum of eternity, on the threshold of total oblivion, or a new dawn…a new dream.8 This is
that point. This is that dream.
But hopes and dreams are not enough to save us now. There
is a challenge here. There is a responsibility, buried here, to
the valiant lives and magnificent potential of every Human
being throughout the eons that has ever walked this Earth.
We must find the higher ground. We must navigate through
this monstrous and savage darkness to the light. We, and every courageous, valiant leader and dreamer in our past have
failed to truly change our Human world because, in truth, we
had no idea how deep and massive that change ultimately
had to be.
All the evidence today points to the reality that we are at a
point of transformational change as a species and life force
now, and the scope of that profound and outrageous challenge is beyond any precedent, pattern or convention that
has ever existed before.9 Simple adjustments, formula change
or minor surgery are of no use to us now. With our very survival in peril, we must wake up to the incredible and outrageous truth that things have reached a point of no return, and
only staggering and cataclysmic re-orientation have any hope
now. You and I have to see things as they really are and finally
comprehend that:
YOU CAN’T CHANGE ANYTHING NOW…UNLESS, AND
UNTIL YOU CHANGE EVERYTHING.
As a life force we call this point of massive and monstrous
total change “Metamorphosis”. This is where Humankind is
now. We are all poised on the threshold of a metamorphosis,
beyond which nothing will remain the same.10
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If Humankind is to survive, everything must change. Like the
incomparable change of a caterpillar to a butterfly, we must
begin to open our minds to embrace incomprehensible and
outrageous ideas that have never seen the light of day in our
minds. Like seeing the blue jewel of Earth from thousands
of miles in space, or somehow reaching the impossible vantage point of witnessing this tortured and tragic moment in
Human history from hundreds and hundreds of years into
the future, we mortal Humans today have to see things differently, and to evolve a new way for the Human mind to understand life, and Universe itself.11 Together we have to change
everything. Hand in hand, we have to create a metamorphosis
of the Human mind.

Change
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3
Together

See things as they really are.
See beyond illusion and prehistoric ignorance.
Stand and face the unspeakable truth.
Find what the real challenge is.
Gather together and envision the future beyond it, how it one
day will be.
Believe in it…and make it so.
WHERE DO WE BEGIN?
THERE is a crucial lesson you and I have to learn if we are
to reach this incomprehensible metamorphosis and to truly
transform our Human civilization. We must begin to see that
the crisis approaching us all is so catastrophic, so immense
and beyond anything Humankind has ever faced on this planet that the only way we will have any chance of success…the
only way our life force will survive it, is if we can somehow
find the way to face it together. All of us.
Unless our species can reach beyond ancient conflict, primal
confrontation, discord, selfish greed and self-centered, blind
ambition to come together- unless we can forge Humankind
8
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into a galvanized community on this planet to face the catastrophic crisis approaching, hand in hand as one united life
force on this Earth- we will splinter and fall into extinction
and oblivion. We have to learn to care for each other as instinctively and intensely as we now fanatically protect and
treasure our own separate, private lives, or the Human chain
of life will end. We must see beyond our selfish ignorance and
finally understand that we can no longer save ourselves and
escape alone. There is no longer anywhere to hide. We have to
find the magnificent consensus and the sublime synthesis to
absolutely and for all eternity…to truly care for other Human
beings and all life on this planet. It is the challenge and the
destiny of our age. Only if we can stand together as one. Hand
in hand. For the first time ever on Earth. Red, Yellow, Black,
White and Brown. Every man, woman and child. United as
one life force to face the coming catastrophic crisis together.
Without that indestructible and solid unity we will simply not
survive.12
WE EITHER LIVE TOGETHER, OR DIE APART.
HUMAN BEINGS MUST LEARN TO TRULY CARE FOR EACH
OTHER, OR HUMANKIND WILL PERISH FROM
THIS EARTH.

Together
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See things as they really are.

4
The Primal Perspective

YOU and I in our lifetimes, today, must find the way to come
together as one life force on Earth. We have to realize the
truth that we have to somehow change everything and undergo, as a species, a total metamorphosis or we will not
survive.
The question is, how do we change everything? What kind of
change would open a door into a new reality beyond metamorphosis…like the caterpillar to the butterfly? What kind of
change could that possibly be? What could we change that
would open the door for Humankind, and create a new Human
world on Earth?
The answer is:
CHANGE THE WAY WE THINK, ITSELF.
Change the way we find truth, meaning and reality in Universe.
Change the patterns how we now understand, make sense
of, and establish fundamental meaning, identity, design and
truth in the world around us.
The Primal Perspective
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To begin to do this, we have to see things as they really are.
We have to open our minds to some crucial lessons that are
now hidden.
You and I must see that the fact that everywhere we turn
today things are falling apart and tumbling into uncertainty,
chaos, confusion and despair…in our environment, our governmental, economic and social systems; even in the world
of science and theoretical physics…is undeniable proof that
there is a fundamental and fatal problem in the way we relate to, understand and order our civilization and Universe
around us.
We are not as smart as we think we are. We are not all-wise,
omnipotent and truly objective. We really only find what we
are looking for. And what we see, interpret and truly understand depends upon where we are looking from. Our individual situation, and our own physical, mental and emotional
status determine most of all what we see, know and accept
as truth in our lives.13 And if you expand this personal, private predisposition outward on a larger scale to Humankind,
collectively what as a whole we have defined as truth, meaning and design in Universe actually depend upon an elemental and Primal Perspective that is completely subjective and
unique to the Human species.
To find a different way. To see and discover a radical,14 new
path into the future, we have to begin to see and think in new
and radical ways that have never surfaced before. Things
don’t work anymore and our world is disintegrating around
us because there is a secret, fatal flaw in the way our logical,
rational minds function.
THERE IS A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM WITH THE
WAY WE THINK.
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We have reached the limits of an ancient, prehistoric mindset. It is now destroying our world. All the order, rational logic
and Universal laws we have created, and the entire structure
of organized, philosophical and scientific truth we have built
over centuries are not a valid representation of the elemental
meaning and truth of Universe. We have got it wrong. Beneath
all law, logic, science, reasoned and rational order there is a fatal flaw that we have unwittingly built everything upon. There
is a hidden and secret Primal Perspective that insidiously corrupts every logical, rational and ordered thought we think.
Instead of truth, and valid and absolute universality, we have
created and built something else. Something that appears
valid and true only within the confines of this hidden Primal
Perspective that founders our primitive awareness, but which
is untrue and invalid anywhere else. It is fatally flawed and
wrong from the eternal, perfect and absolute domain of
Universe itself, beyond the horizon of our limited and primitive awareness. We have yet to discover and comprehend the
real truth and meaning in Universe.15
Universe actually manifests and revolves around another truth…an eternal and absolute truth that we are presently oblivious to. But, all we can see is our flawed Primal
Perspective. This elemental, secret and primary error is
the reason our world is disintegrating around us. That catastrophic disintegration manifesting everywhere today in our
tragic and tormented modern world is the evidence of that fatal flaw. You and I have yet to truly appreciate and recognized
this. And our collective inability to see it is because the flaw
has remained so subterranean, impenetrable and pervasive
within the fabric of Human thought that it has been essentially
invisible to us. It is hidden so deeply that it is visceral and
systemic. It is foundered into the very structure of the way we
now think, reason and establish meaning, truth and identity in
Universe. It is so close and so autonomic and instinctive that
The Primal Perspective
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we simply cannot see it. But it is there. Look around. Witness
how desperate and lost our world has become. That fatal flaw
is there.
And we must begin to see that it is something that was primary and essential at the beginning. When the Human mind
came out of the shadows far, far back in prehistory and thinking, logical and rational Human thought began it was composed and comprised around a fatal and invalid flaw. It was
there at the beginning, and now is part of the foundation and
structure of Human rational, logical thought itself. This is why
it is almost impossible for us to see it now. But it is time that
we Human beings living today in this disintegrating world begin to finally see it clearly, and somehow evolve beyond it.
When we do finally see it in crystal clear clarity, we will also
understand the colossal ignorance beneath everything in our
modern Human society. And once we recognize how deep
that fatal ignorance goes, we will begin the evolution to a new
Human world.

14
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See beyond illusion and prehistoric
ignorance.

5
The Secret Prehistoric Mystery

THAT fatal flaw that is destroying our modern civilization was
there at the beginning. And so to truly journey hand in hand towards Human metamorphosis, we have to reach deep into the
shadows and the phantoms long ago lurking in the darkness of
prehistory. We have to search deep within ourselves today to
find an error hidden there that was born at the beginning, in
the raw, savage ignorance and the dark and unknown corners
of our ancient primordial prehistory. A land and a time that
has long since vanished into the hidden shadows of the past.
We have come so far from that ignorance and darkness. We
have walked on the moon and reached among the stars. We
have dreamed impossible dreams and made them come true.
We communicate through the air. We bring Human beings
back to life. We have conformed the vast unknown and unintelligibility of Universe into the precise and exact order of
mathematics and scientific law. With art, music, lyrical language and spiritual inspiration we tread on the very sublime
and mystical threshold of eternity itself. All around us the
wonders and brilliance of science, technology, universal law,
logic, reason and intelligence demonstrate a civilization on
Earth that is incontestably unparalleled and magnificent.
16
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But the unavoidable and disastrous fact is that in spite of this
awesome and supreme magnificent structure of Human order
and civilization, you and I are headed for the savage unknown
of deep, dark and frightening waters.
We have to undergo a colossal sea change and do the impossible. We have to light that abominable and primordial darkness and uncover its trace. We have to find a secret and fatal
flaw hidden deep within our modern minds that was crafted
in a primeval age buried in antiquity. A flaw that essentially
invalidates all the logic, science, technology and rational order our life force and civilization have created. And then we
have to find a new way to think beyond that flaw and create
a metamorphosis of the Human mind leading to a New Way
to be Human on Earth.16 It is simply the challenge of our age.
And there is no other way to survive unless we find that primordial secret…and find it hand in hand.
We are in this together, you and I. Like everyone else we have
to live in this deeply troubled world, and somehow navigate
through these tragic, traumatic, disjunctive, harsh and brutal
times. We are being pulled every which way but loose and just
staying alive and dealing with life takes almost everything we
have to give. But somehow we have to find deep within us the
will and the spirit to gather together and change this insanity
we call civilization. We have to find the way to a better world
for us all.
It is time we begin to understand that every courageous
and dedicated Human life spent in valiant effort to halt the
decline, and to seek to forever change the savage and corrupt, disintegrating world we live in will fail unless we can
define a new vision and chart a new way to be Human forevermore on this Earth. And the only way we can all come
together in our vast divergence is by galvanizing around a
higher, more evolved synthesis of the true meaning, design
The Secret Prehistoric Mystery
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and destiny of Universe that somehow precipitates into the
collective mind of Humankind. Only in the evolution of a new
vision and enlightenment, that by its very presence and creation transforms our civilization, can Human beings survive
on this Earth. Nothing else will work. Everything else will fail
without it. Our only chance as a species and a life force is to
open that door.
Beneath every brilliant shining Human excellence, extraordinary genius, profound intellect and gifted Human life is secreted this elemental and primary flaw. The real problem that
insidiously is destroying our civilization today is not selfish
brutality, arrogance, greed, gross neglect or sinister evil. It
is simply ignorance. A colossal ignorance that afflicts and infects us all.
And that pristine and primordial ignorance lurking deep within us all began long and long ago. How do we find it now?
Where in the Unknown prehistoric mystery was it born?
Where did it all begin?
Is there a trace, a vestige…a shimmering vague memory of
it evidenced somewhere now? Can we begin the journey to
reach beyond dark ignorance, find the path to Human metamorphosis and uncover a new way to be Human on Earth?
Yes we can.
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6
Solitary One

WE know it well. Each of us separately and alone awake to it
every morning. It courses through us for the full dimension of
our existence. Now we call it life…consciousness. But it must
have been the same back then, when early humanoids had no
ability to give it a name. It is the same domain and dimension
that in raw form every Human being that has ever swayed
beneath our seemingly inviolable Sun has lived, and has eventually, through the ages, finally known insidiously and incontrovertibly. It is the subjective, ruthlessly savage and selfish,
superficial, uni-dimensional, solitary and singular wild existence of living.
It is the primitive window through which we individually and
in ultimate isolation inhabit and transpire in the magnificent
mystery we call Universe. It is the manifestation of the “self”,
our own impenetrably discrete and punctuate identity. It is
the primal perspective of “solitary one” that absolutely centers and dominates what we think, see, experience and intimate in the cocoon each of us abide. It is the “circle of light”,
totally within which you and I live our forever separate and
unconsummated lives.
Solitary One
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We suppose and imagine it is the same for us all. That vibrant,
wild river of life that riots through me must be the very same
raging river that ravages through you…it must be. But we
simply do not know. We cannot now, nor have Humans ever
known what another living, breathing “circle of light” is like.
We imagine it must be the same. But our life force has never
escaped the domain of “solitary one”, that each of us live, to
perfectly, completely and totally share and know another life.17
Every one of us live, perceive and experience through this
fundamental lens of our own separate, private and eternally discrete existences. Everything is oriented and refracted
through this elemental orientation. The forever discrete and
isolated lives we lead form the essential rock that our fundamental truth and meaning cling to in the wild, incoherent torrent Universe beyond our sacred sanctuary of “solitary one.”18
Today, we all live, know and clearly recognize that separate,
inviolable reality of “solitary one” and our own private “circle
of light”. All of us. For every Human being on Earth today this
is the one thing we know indelibly for certain without question, interpretation or confusion.
But has not always been so. It has not always been known.
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7
Something Happened
In The Ancient Darkness

IN the lost shadows of long and long ago, perhaps hundreds
of thousands and even millions of years ago in the dark mystery of deep time, there is a secret there, hidden in the forgotten lives of early primeval Human beings.
Physically there was very little difference in those ancient
humanoid ancestors. Their hearts beat, just like ours. They
breathed, felt, heard and saw the world, more or less just
as our senses do today. But an ancient mystery was secreted there in their minds. In the dim recesses of prehistoric
thought, something incredible was beginning. What was it?
What was that secret?
We know now that they were poised at the doorway of what
was eventually to become “critical thinking.” In fairly rapid
progression in terms of geological time they were soon to
somehow develop the capacity to command, order and “animate” Universe.19 Somehow that primitive and prehistoric lifestyle was soon to be replaced with the dominance, mastery
Something Happened In The Ancient Darkness
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and logical, rational order and organization of what was once
an incoherent and incomprehensible Universe. But something
had to happen first.
There was a primeval, germinal event that preceded those
momentous changes. Everything that has happened since
then, the entire colossus of our technology, knowledge and
civilization…every dimension and parameter that now makes
us what we are and founders what Human beings have become, and why our modern world is disintegrating around us
now began back then eons ago. Yet today no one knows or
understands what it was. We have yet to recognize and appreciate that astounding, Earth-shaking event. It happened so
very, very long ago and is buried in such dark and deep mystery that it is simply and purely unknown to us. Something
outrageous and revolutionary came to life in their minds back
then in the darkness.
The time has come for us to see it, and appreciate how crucial
and astounding an event it was. Here in this modern, tormented world, if we are to find the fatal problem with the way we
think. If we are to find a new way to be Human on Earth, we
must uncover the primeval secret moment lost in primordial
darkness when Human critical and logical thought began.
And, although it lies forever buried in prehistory, it is possible
to imagine what it was.
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8
The Awakening

WE know it must have precipitated slowly over eons. In that
raw, savage age besieged by global glaciers, and the ravages
of starvation, scarcity and survival; clutching possessions
and nuclear family; scavenging plants, tubers and carrion; migrating and foraging along traditional trails, following habits
and customs, they lived harsh and brutal lives beyond our
comprehension today. Cradled in the grand procession of the
sing-song mesmerizing rhythm and splendor of nature, and
enmeshed in the daily consuming drama of savage existence,
prehistoric Human life passed days, lifetimes and eternities
in bleak, unaware, uneventful regularity. But then, something
incomprehensible occurred.
We cannot truly know how it happened. Perhaps it occurred
in a process that slowly coalesced through eons from witnessing life and death in family members and other Human beings
close to them. It may have crystallized into awareness from
“near death”, induced or spontaneous “out of body”, dreamstate, or mystical, spiritual experiences. It will always remain
a mystery. But, it really does not matter. It happened.

The Awakening
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Human beings became Self-aware.
For the first time ever the Human mind saw itself. And Human
life on Earth was never the same again. An astounding and incredible threshold was passed and the recognition and identity of a “being”, “self” and a “lifetime” percolated to the surface
of the primitive Human mind. Our civilization has reached
a pinnacle as the dominant life force on this planet, and it is
this seminal and amazing revelation that set it all in motion.
And in that astounding process that is almost invisible to us,
there was an insidious flaw which was confounded into the
very foundation of what has become critical, logical thought.
It was built into the elemental design…at the beginning. And
that story has never been told.
It is a story that unfolded over thousands and thousands of
years. It began when Human beings first began to see themselves and their manifested “circle of light” expressed in
frame, dimension and perspective. In that primitive process
and revelation that vantage point essentially resulted in the
basic, primitive insight that their life was limited. It had a beginning and an ending. It was a separate, isolated and defined
thing. The visceral, intrinsic and systemic essence of living,
became absolutely and unquestionably known in relief and
primeval composition for the first time on Earth for Human
beings. But in that primitive revelation, not only did the
Human mind achieve identity and self-awareness, something
else happened in this process, this genesis. That revelation
and awareness came at an immense cost.
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9
The Unknown

IN that primitive Human mind the absolute, inviolable awareness of “self” and the identity of being became clear, incontrovertible and absolute only against the contrast and the
context of recognizing that which was not lived or “self”, but
which was Unknown.
From then onwards the Human mind saw itself, but it also forevermore acknowledged the disturbing and destructive presence of Unknown that was not “self.” They saw the malignant
void, emptiness and eternal unintelligibility outside and beyond our “circle of light.” The primitive clarity and self-awareness of life and our own separate, discrete existence came
with the stark, irrevocable confrontation with the Unknown
beyond, and the terrifying specter of death…with the shattering incomprehensibility that we will die.
This was a catastrophic cleavage and absolute, devastating
disconnection that could not, and would not be healed, then.
It was a moment of eternal divergence and primal dichotomy
that was absolute, impregnable and forever foreign and beyond
prehistoric Human comprehension. That primal dichotomy remains to this day. It was the birth of inescapable, elemental
duality in the constellation of primitive Human thought.
That Unknown generates terror deep inside us. It cuts us
off, disconnects us and is simply destructive to the Human
The Unknown
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psyche. Deep down, it is the primal fear in Human existence.
It is the primal fear of death, and its lethal shadow apparition
in our lives… the terror of losing control, being abandoned
and totally isolated and alone, of being forever and eternally
outside of and disappearing into the devouring chaos and
enigma of an inscrutable and alien Universe beyond. To this
day this prehistoric ignorance and monstrous fear simply terrifies and destroys us.20 That Primal Fear is undeniable, instinctive and almost automatic. We do not at present understand this, or know why.
It is possible that this blind, primal fear is an autonomic response to a sublime and unrecognized synergistic principium
of Universe that is beyond our present comprehension. To be
broken out, dissevered and disconnected in such a mysteriously interwoven Universe would comprise a fatal ignorance,
a mortal error and unforgivable wrong. Perhaps deep inside
us somewhere is the invisible instinct that somehow, someway we are supposed to know . That it is an intrinsic mandate
ordained by the essential design of Universe itself. And our
primitive inability to know, that not knowing consequently
unleashes the terror of being outside and in diametric opposition, and leaves us road kill in the face of the secret, eternal power juggernaut that is the progression, continuity and
destiny of Universe itself. Unable to manifest and see beyond
that intolerable Unknown and the empty void and disconnection of death, the primitive mentality could then only respond
with stark, blind and absolute terror. There could be no other
relation from such an abysmal and primordial ignorance.
Human beings, them, since that dawning of self-awareness
have been tormented with the emerging fear of death and
the terrifying Unknown. And in that prehistoric ancient era
this awakened, unleashed Primal Fear became overwhelming.
Where once that fear only showed itself in instinctive “fight
or flight” terror at the moment of incipient threat or preda26
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tory disaster, following the birth of awareness that fleeting
momentary fear turned into an all-consuming unending and
deep foreboding that subliminally infected every aspect of
Human thought and existence. That haunting primal terror
then spread to dominate and lurk in every corner of Human
self-aware, vulnerable and mortal lives since those prehistoric and dark times.

The Unknown
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10
Prehistoric Genius

AND so, that secret, prehistoric point where Humankind realized self-awareness was the fundamental moment in the development of critical, logical and rational thought for the Human
life force. It was the terror and haunting fear of the Unknown
and death itself, crystallizing in those primitive Human minds,
that forced those prehistoric Human minds to create and develop “critical” thought to shield and protect us. The urge to
somehow reach beyond our known lives and force an unwieldy
primitive mind to puzzle out, conquer and bring that terrifying Unknown into the secure and known safety of our own private, solitary and discrete “circles of light” was the dynamic
catalyst and fulminating genesis that began the Human journey towards rational and ordered thought. Back there in the
mystery shadow of ancient prehistory this is how and where it
began. And this also is where the secret flaw is hidden. To truly
change our world, escape extinction and oblivion and create a
New Way to be Human on Earth here is where we must begin.
Besieged and terrorized in the dark shadows of their minds
by this monstrous fear of Unknown and the overwhelming
and disastrous confrontation with death, those early Humans
28
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were assaulted with an almost impossible challenge to their
simple primitive mindsets. They were an amazing and incomparable life force. Every second of their brutal lives nothing
stood between them and certain destruction except their
indomitable will and invincible courage. It is impossible to
conceive how totally alone and vulnerable they were. The
strength it must have taken just to live and survive the daily
onslaught of existence is simply beyond our modern day comprehension. We cannot imagine how inconceivably difficult it
was then for them to stand alone in that savage age.
But somehow, with nothing but the inner strength to persist,
to at all costs prevail, they stood their ground and stayed. To
face it unsupported, solitary and alone was just the way they
lived their valiant lives. It must have simply stormed through
their pristine and artless lives, but just like they stood and
faced the mastodons, giant saber-toothed cats and monstrous
predators in that wild and savage time, they stood in that paralyzing fear day to day, year to year and century after century
and found a way to conquer that wretched horror. They took
on an impossible foe and battled that raw, incomprehensible
terror, and their intrepid and indefatigable courage is why
Humankind has survived to this day. Step by step they valiantly raged against that fear and terror…reaching out into
that Unknown. And they created order, reason, logic and a
syndrome of meaning out of an incoherent, overwhelming
and terrifying world. You and I today stand upon that courageous platform of meaning, truth and design that they carved
out from that savage chaos to survive in and make sense of
our Universe today.
To those early, prehistoric Human beings the vast unintelligible Universe beyond was something impenetrable. It was a
terrifying, overwhelming mystery beyond their ken, and there
was no handhold, track or trail to penetrate that impervious
and alien dimension. But they kept at it. They tossed it about
Prehistoric Genius
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in their gradually awakening minds, and they raged to puzzle
it out. And eventually, probably through eons, in their typical indefatigable, valiant and unyielding struggle for existence
they discovered a method to challenge that terrifying and incomprehensible Unknown. They developed a technique, and
an approach that was unique and profound. And ever since
that ancient revelation stirred and found root in prehistoric
awareness it has become the way the Human mind has challenged and overcome the imponderable Unknown. It is an elemental method and procedure that is now basic, instinctive
and automatic for us to challenge and overcome any Unknown
in our modern age.
In that incredible revelation and evolution that occurred eons
ago in the savage darkness of prehistory, the primeval Human
mind grasped the astounding ability and the intensity to essentially interrupt the ceaseless waterfall and incomprehensible flowing continuity of alien, unlived Universe and to consolidate it into excised, isolated, dissevered and discrete form.
The primitive Human mind looked out upon what was once an
impenetrable Universe and began to see isolated and discrete
“things”, identities and objects. It was a process that Grahame
Clark21 and Francisco Romero22 have labeled “Objectification.”
This embryonic capacity and ability to conceive of a flowing,
incomprehensible Universe as being broken into discernible
parts and pieces was the pivotal and protogenic point where
the prehistoric Human mind began to make sense of Universe.
This is how and why the primitive Human mind learned to
perceive and understand that wild, inscrutable reality beyond the domain of their separate, isolated and discrete lives.
It was the crucial first step of prehistoric Human beings on
the journey to critical, Human thought, and to conquer the
terrifying Unknown. This is where it began.
Unable to see, perceive and understand the imponderable,
terrifying and whole unknown, early Human beings grasped
30
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the ability to instead conceive and understand broken out
and dissevered pieces and parts of that whole. Since ancient
primordial times this is how Human beings constructed logical, rational and ordered thought.
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11
A Discrete Universe

ALWAYS the part. Always the isolated, eternally discrete piece
at the center, upon which truth, reality, meaning and design are
constructed upon in Universe. It is simply how we make sense
of Universe. In this complex, modern technological world it is
the incredible concept of the elemental, discrete part hidden
beneath everything that forms the primitive fabric of the way
we think. And this astounding revelation took shape in prehistoric awareness and was patterned in primitive revelation after awakening to the identity and dimension our own solitary
and discrete lives. Following that birth of “self”, awareness and
the prehistoric recognition of our isolated, discrete lives we
eventually framed all Universe into the reflected “solitary one”
image of a mirrored Universe foundered and centered everywhere upon that primeval discreteness to understand it. And
upon that profound and astounding foundation logical, rational, and ordered thought began in the Human mind.
Because of that ancient genesis we modern Human beings
implicitly see today in our mind’s eye a Universe of representation and discrete symbols, and manifested and isolated incidents, phenomenon and identities. Events. Objects. Names.
32
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Words. Numbers. Mass. Elementary particles. Systems.
Strings. Branes. Everything has a separate, distinct name, defined and discrete identity, and symbolic form. These ubiquitous objects, “things” and symbols are all simple derivatives
from the virgin capacity and revolutionary idea of differentiating discreteness out of an incomprehensible and unknown
mystery of Universe. It is how we truly understand all reality and existence beyond our “discrete” lives. It is how it all
makes sense. We see, understand and know a Universe of divested, defined discrete essence because of the primordial
awareness beneath everything foundering our syndrome of
meaning…our own separate, broken out, aware, and forever
discrete “solitary one” lives. Since an ancient and long forgotten age we have ignorantly existed in a prison whose walls
have been defined by a Primal Perspective we have never
truly realized. Chained in that web of discreteness and that
fatally flawed Primal Perspective since that ancient birth of
awareness we have ignorantly transpired in the lonely, solitary moment, that now, while the wild vibrant universe has
raged and stormed all around our oblivious lives.
But we have never given up the struggle to escape those chains.
The Human mind reached out into Universe and tried to tame
that monstrous Unknown that challenged us. We strove to fix
and place into Universe at large that now; the isolated point of
our existence that we “live”.23 And ever so slowly through the
eons, once that exact, precise, defined moment of elemental,
living discreteness was eventually fixed in Universe reflected
from our primitive mindset, Human beings took that conceptualized, virtual point and envisioned a new constellation of
thought and a reality and Universe firmly founded upon that
living, discrete point of existence…that now.
Once that exact, precise, defined and discrete moment was
captured in the primitive mindset and framework of reality,
the Human mind eventually extended from that elemental,
A Discrete Universe
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isolated, and virtual point into the past in memory and history, and into the ethereal beyond to capture the Unknown
in the discretely defined form and tamed vision of the future.
This profound insight then allowed for and generated the
foresight, memory and the evolved thought necessary for the
creation of physical, real and discrete tools and the envisioning of strategies, tactics and the organizational planning for
future needs and demands for survival. It became the platform for the extended conceptual thought necessary to order,
“animate” and control Universe.
From that primordial focus of elemental discreteness we
eventually evolved the distinction and definition of ideas and
concepts, and their manifestation in our primitive minds in
discrete and symbolic form. The ability to focus totally upon
the symbolic discrete part and constituent essence eventually
provided for the articulated definition and expression of the
defined concepts and symbols of communication, language
and mathematics that the Human life force has built a world
upon.
We obsess and center upon the piece, the part, the symbol
and the discrete essence always and everywhere. We symbolize and name things and order all universe and “reality”
in linear, singular order and precise, exact definition that
strictly conforms to and centers upon the rigid limits of a
prehistoric, flawed and Primal Perspective. From this primitive, logical and rational orientation and the discrete point
of virtual existence, (the bubble of isolated, fixated diversion
we “live”…the now), we pass the time of our lives in oblivious ignorance of what life and Universe truly mean. All the
concepts and defined, symbolic ideas that now underlie all of
our modern Human mindset were evolved from that Primal
Perspective of our separate discrete lives, and the isolated
part and fundamental discreteness identified at the center,
everywhere.
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It is possible to illuminate and track them all down to their
secret connection to this ancient and prehistoric origin, but
for now a brief look at the fundamental cardinal concepts of
Mass, Space, Energy and Time will suffice.
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12
Time, Mass, Space and Energy

THE Primal Perspective and the elemental focus and knowledge of the part at the center everywhere secretly underlie
the idea of Universal Time. The impenetrable Universe became comprehensible and real to our primitive and primal
awareness with the discrete moments, the world points and
seconds of Time. These discrete, linearly arranged fragmentary instants are simply the mirror of our own discrete, “solitary one” lives. By using this mechanism the impermeable
unknown of Universe and the visceral discrete reality of our
isolated lives themselves become woven from the same cloth.
Those “tics” of the clock, or the World Points punctuated within the silence that we acknowledge, perceive and hear, and
that we identify and define as the passage of Time itself are
simply mirror symbolic representations of our own separate,
discrete “solitary one” lives. It is then the same, within our
“circles of light” and without in the reflected Universe. The
discrete moments, seconds of Time define the existence and
the Unknown reality of Universe itself in the same theoretical dimension, Primal Perspective and fundamental discrete
reality we exist in.24 Universe is comprised of the identical,
discrete “solitary one” design and the same primitive reality
36
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you and I live. The impenetrable continuity and mysterious
destiny of an inscrutable Universe became interrupted, captured and determined with the comforting Primal Perspective
of the discrete and broken and comprehensive moments of
Time. Everywhere the same. Our discrete Human lives and
discrete centered Universe. Time.
And long, long ago in our dark prehistory we differentiated the
awareness of our primordial “self” and our discrete, separate
life by contrasting it with its elemental, absolute opposition,
“death.” And in the evolution of rational logic and order we
eventually transposed this primal and fundamental opposition outward into a defined configuration placed into Universe
that is simply a reflection of that elemental opposition; i.e.
Mass and Space. Mass became the secret symbol and systemic representation of our ultimate living, separate, isolated and
forever discrete existence;25 the central, essential reality of
our own isolated and self-aware lives.26 And ultimately Space
then eventually became the subliminal representation of the
unlived, unknown of death.272829 Once again, from our private
Primal Perspective we tamed that wild Unknown of Universe
and conformed it into the reflection of our prehistoric and
primal reality. Universe manifested the same primary opposition and life/death mirrored composition of Human existence.
Universe itself became identified in the same living Human
configuration of “life and death” primary composition: Mass
and Space.
Similarly, we differentiated and defined the symbolic, mysterious, intrinsic living force and “elan vital” of our discrete, isolated lives and extrapolated it outward into the vast unknown
of Universe with the concept of universal Energy.30 Humans
finally began to understand, “animate” and know that terrifying, impenetrable Unknown of Universe with the concept of
universal Energy. Universe, then, lived the equal and identical discrete mystery that we lived. It was the same. With this
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vibrant symbolic concept Universe comes alive with the same
power and potential that vitiates and animates our lives.
We conceive and understand Universe as being centered
upon discreteness everywhere. And then we animate that
mirrored discreteness at the elemental center everywhere in
Universe today with an incredible, discrete, symbolic concept
of Energy that is simply a mirror of the life force within us all.
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13
The Primal Ignorance

HERE, today in this modern scientific, technological age every Human being on this Earth must awaken to the fact that
we fundamentally orient reality and center our elemental
syndrome of meaning upon an ancient and prehistoric perspective that was born on Earth in the dark and primordial
lives of early Human beings living in an age long forgotten. We
must now see and recognize how truly ignorant we all are. We
must begin to recognize the staggering fact that the totality of
our ordered, logical and rational thought is insidiously foundered upon a hidden, secretly flawed and ancient foundation.
We see everything from the lens of our own primitive and
isolated discrete lives. Not only does this prehistoric, flawed
orientation contaminate all of our scientific, logical, rational
thought and order, it also terminally restricts our window on
Universe into self-absorbed, subjective, oblivious, narrow obsession and ruthlessly selfish and greedy total preoccupation
with our own separate and selfish lives. It is why we cannot
live together in peace31 on this Earth or truly care for each other. And this obsession with “self” and primordial discreteness
means that everything is insidiously rooted upon the part and
the truth is we have never truly been able to comprehend or
The Primal Ignorance
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understand the whole. We simply cannot solve the imponderable Unified Field, “whole” enigmatic mysteries and the divergent, multifaceted, simultaneous, nonlocal and non-discrete
dimensions of our destabilizing biosphere, life, civilization
and Universe because we are tragically and mortally imprisoned within this fatally flawed Primal Perspective. And our
modern Human world is disintegrating around us because of
this fatal ignorance.32
The truth is that more and more Human beings on this Earth
are living lives that are being consumed with fear. And we
do not know, or understand why. The elemental discreteness
which we project into Universe, and the Primal Perspective
we have constructed all of our logical, rational world upon
are invalid and do not truly define Universe. They are a mirage. Universe does not speak the language of discreteness
and there is only one isolated region where discreteness
has domain. Discreteness exists only in our primitive minds.
There is no discreteness anywhere in Universe except in the
thoughts and mental configurations of un-evolved Human beings, like you and me.
This unspeakable truth has been pounding upon our door for
over a century now. We have just refused to hear. We call it
uncertainty, non-linearity, non-locality, indeterminacy or violations of causality. But it really means that our quest to find
the elemental particle or central discreteness in Universe has
failed. We do not know what Universe means. We thought we
had it all figured out, and had created a solid and safe order
and a sanctuary of logic, critical thought and rational reason
to protect us.
We were wrong.33
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14
Finding the Way Through

DEEP down this is the real reason why our world is falling
apart around us now. This is why the wild terror Unknown
and the Primal Fear are knocking at the gates again and, just
as our ancient ancestors in that brutal hopeless ignorance
they lived through in that forgotten age, we are all descending
into that malevolent prehistoric dark horror, once more. That
ghostly terror has returned from the darkness to savage us
and unleash all the extreme rage, hate, violence, vengeance
and ruthless, draconian inhumanity that is simply devouring
our civilization in this world today.
Careening towards cosmic conflagration and oblivion, you
and I must find something new, never before found in Human
existence, to evolve beyond the darkness that once again
threatens us. As a species and life force, just like in the wild
unknown terror that confronted those courageous and valiant early humanoids long ago in ancient prehistory, we must
find a way to reach beyond a ghastly horror that threatens to
destroy us. You and I must stand together, puzzle out that terrifying Unknown and do the impossible once again.
Finding the Way Through
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There is no other way through. We must find the courage and
will inside us to stand and stay for the future of the Human
race. We cannot let the magnificent chain of Human life end.
We must find a new way to think and to reason that will lead
our species once again to survive and conquer this monstrous
horror. The Universe is waiting for the Human mind and the
Human species to evolve and reach metamorphosis. We are
the guardians of an entire species and biosphere, the hope
for our children’s children and for the future destiny of all
Humankind. Those valiant, indomitable and audacious ancestors somehow found an answer. They discovered and evolved
something incredible, new and profound never even imagined
before. Somehow those courageous primitive Human ancestors, in an age long forgotten, found the way through.
We must do the same.34
It is what we do not know that terrifies us. The domain of
the Unknown is the heartland and the source of the stark
horror. That abominable, destructive ignorance devastates
us. Somehow, our prehistoric inability to cross that imponderable and morbid Unknown has generated and incited the
Primal Fear that simply dominates and devours our lives today. That deep, mortal fear of death and its lurking shadow,
the terror of being isolated, helpless, abandoned, vulnerable,
adrift and alone in the dark corners of our existence have always stalked Human life on this Earth. And in our primitive
ignorance we still do not understand why it haunts and terrifies us. We still do not know.
Beneath all the savage, primitive violence, hate, fear and rage
that now threaten to destroy our modern world in this 21st
century there is something we can no longer hide from or
ignore. All that rage, anger and morbid fear come from an
ignorance and Primal Fear that we thought we buried and left
behind us eons ago.
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It is the wild and terrible fear of the secret, monstrous
Unknown that has surfaced in the Human arena again on
Earth. In this savage and terrifying age, we must gather together and find the light. There is a stark, unspeakable truth
here that the Human species must now stand and face.
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Stand and face the unspeakable truth.

15
What Do We Really Know?

WE have arrived at the point of destiny for our Human life
force. We have been wandering around in the dark long
enough. The Universe around us is everywhere demonstrating
in indelible, absolute crystal clarity to us that the final chapter
in the Human saga must be written. The time has come.
We must solve the puzzle and the ancient enigma. Here. Now.
Forever.
We must finally, at last and for all eternity begin to discover
the mystery of what Universe truly means and why all of us
have had life breathed into us. The Human mind must finally
and forevermore rise above the terror of the Unknown and the
dark horror of Death and evolve the magnificent vision and
perfected Consciousness to transcend beyond it. Human beings on this Earth must find the way to live in an enlightened
Universe without fear, and open the door to a New Way to be
Human on Earth forevermore. The time has come. And to do
this impossible thing we must, cost what it may, stand upon
the truth and face the horror of our terrifying fears full on.
What Do We Really Know?
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What do we really know in this Universe?
What are we absolutely CERTAIN of without dispute, translation, hesitation, question, symbolic representation or doubt?35
We have seen how the fatally flawed Primal Perspective simply anchors all of our awareness to the one and only thing
we know. We must stand and face the truth that we only truly
know our own intense, visceral, vital and separate, “solitary
one” lives.
We only know what we live.
Everything else is sadly only the illusion of knowledge.
Everything else is real only in the mirrored reflection of approximation, conjecture, supposition, statistical probability
and symbolic theoretical imagery. The apparition of elementary discreteness, that must exist in Universe to validate all
of our logic and rational order, and for Universe and our lives
themselves to make sense, simply does not exist.
You and I here in this terrifying age must face the stark, unspeakable truth that beyond the primary, elemental knowledge of our own forever discrete and isolated “circles of light”
that each of us live…
WE DON’T REALLY KNOW ANYTHING ELSE AT ALL.
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16
The Primal Fear

THE time has come for humankind to accept this shattering,
devastating fact. And beneath this fundamental, catastrophic
ignorance lurks another deeper truth that you and I, beyond
illusion or distraction, must also reluctantly concede. It is another unspeakable truth that is perhaps most terrifying and
devastating of all…
We still do not know, or truly understand death.
DEATH REMAINS THE SHATTERING, TERRIFYING
UNKNOWN THAT STILL IS THE PRIMAL FEAR HAUNTING
ALL OF OUR LIVES.
We theorize and we labour to have faith and believe, but
we simply do not know what lies beyond that terrible void
of death. That devastating and monstrous source of all fatal
Unknown still lies beyond the reach of our primitive minds.
We have evolved ever deepening embryonic faith and belief in
something intangible beyond, and some of us have nurtured
that spiritual power enough to venture deep into that Unknown
mystery to the very threshold of divine enlightenment, alone in
The Primal Fear
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a solitary vision quest… but as a species and life force, collectively, that faith has not coalesced into true, concrete and absolute gnosis. We can sense spiritually and instinctively that
something magnificent is there beyond death. We just have not
been able to bring it out into the light of day and truly know
it. Our Primitive minds simply do not yet understand or know
how to journey beyond death, together as one life force.36 To
make the impossible, incredible journey to true metamorphosis of the human mind, we must take the first step towards
that evolution and accept the monstrous truth that the terror
of death still lurks and still dominates our lives today. And
that in primitive, fatal ignorance we still do not know.
And there is one last, final unspeakable truth that is so deep,
so treacherously venomous and mortally painful that we cannot even begin to contemplate it. It is simply too raw, too selfdestructive that even crystallizing it into form in our primitive minds is almost suicidal.
Outside of, beneath and beyond the dominant Primal
Perspective, Humankind has secretly been evolving another
sublime attempt to conquer the Unknown. From a different
orientation beyond the primitive focus and obsession with
discreteness it is something that does not conform to or obey
any logic or rational order. It is instead the undefined effort
to find meaning and conquer the Unknown by reaching outside of ourselves to expand similar, common experience and
familiarity, and to establish communion beyond our isolated
and “solitary one” lives. It is our individual Human quest to
truly know and be known in the vague, indistinct regions that
we call emotion, spirituality and instinct. It involves reaching
out into the Unknown beyond our separate, isolated selves in
a mysterious process of empathy, faith, compassion and ever
evolving communication to find true evidence in heaven and
Earth that we are not alone.37
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17
Alone

THIS outwardness, and the secret and sublime effort to escape the prison of our solitary lives and end the lonely isolation and the primal fear of abandonment and death itself, has
never stopped expanding and evolving in the Human mindset. Primitive efforts to establish commonalities, similarities
and rudimentary efforts at communication and shared experience slowly gave way to ever more intercommunication
and primitive familiarity, trust and community. And these elements evolved through the eons into the close, warm and
intimate dimensions of faith, deep empathy and compassion
that fill our personal lives today.
But, here at this point of destiny for the Human species we
must accept that this quest to find evidence that we are not
alone, and to establish perfect, total communion outside of
us has finally, and at last, failed.38 We never stop trying to
expand and perfect these intimate bonds of common connection and to truly love and be loved, and to strive to cross the
threshold of our lonely lives to lose ourselves in another and
become one spirit, never to be alone again. We never stop
reaching out for that dream. Down deep where the river of life
Alone
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flows it is a Human dream yearning within us all to reach that
ultimate point of perfect connection and unanimity. But it is
time to face the truth that Human beings on this Earth have
so far failed to reach that dream.
After ages and eons and lifetimes of desperate effort to communicate with, experience, share, love and know others and
to also be known by them, the simple and shattering truth
is that no one truly knows who we are inside. From within
the confines of our own “circles of light” and a primitive, prehistoric mindset, Human beings have been unable to build a
solid, absolute and real bridge across the beyond of Unknown
to perfectly share life and escape our primitive, primal prison of “solitary one.” The unspeakable truth is that there is a
deep intrinsic nowhere land inside of us all that cannot be
reached.39 No one ever truly scales those walls to set us free
and discover who we really are inside. Each of us at last and
finally find that in tragic sorrow and aching loneliness, we are
always and evermore strangers to each other. We share tender commonalities and blessed similar coexistence and experience, but at last and finally, we do not know. We simply do
not truly know each other as intensely, totally and completely
as we know our own separate lives, and we are never truly
known.
It is time that Humankind somehow finds the raw and magnificent courage to face this last, great unspeakable truth. We
have to stand once again facing impossible odds. To gather
together and, at last, finally carry our life force beyond that
terrifying Unknown, we must find a way to join hands and face
this truth that deep inside:
WE STILL LIVE OUR LIVES ALONE.
WE LIVE ALONE, WE DIE ALONE.
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18
The Perfect Storm

WE live in this tragedy that assaults us mercilessly, and we
hunger and persist heroically with hope, faith and valiant tenacity. As long as there is life within us we reach into that
Unknown, trying to overcome this mortal, lonely agony. We
must believe in each other and in ourselves enough to keep
the faith within us all that the Human spirit will once again
somehow triumph over terror and ignorance on this planet.
It is that hope and that faith and common dream each of us
cherish within that keeps us alive.
Humankind in this savage ruthless age has therefore journeyed into the perfect storm of terror and ignorance.
We only know what we live.
WE DON’T REALLY KNOW ANYTHING ELSE AT ALL.
We do not know, or truly understand death. It remains the shattering, terrifying UNKNOWN that still is the Primal Fear haunting all of our lives.
The Perfect Storm
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And finally, WE STILL LIVE OUR LIVES ALONE.
WE LIVE ALONE, WE DIE ALONE.
Although we try to overlook it today, all of us deep down live
lives that are haunted, and overwhelmed by fear and stark
terror buried beneath our common lives. We try desperately
to hide from these mortal, devastating truths and ignore, divert and delude ourselves that we can escape that terror, find
sanctuary in imperfect spirituality or Human community and
compassion, or flee its merciless death grip while someone
else suffers and dies in our place. At all costs, to the very end,
and to our last gasp we are incapable of facing that horror directly. But every second we live on this planet every one of us
are stalked and hunted, exposed, defenseless and vulnerable
to the total power and control that the stark, Primal Fear has
over our desperate lives. Somehow we must find the impossible courage and will to face these unspeakable truths.
In this wretched and disintegrating living nightmare of a world
today the harsh reality is that there is no longer anywhere to
hide. That ferocious terror now rages wild in all of our lives.
And everywhere today in this brutal and savage world the
lethal fallout from this is ravaging our world. Hate, rage, fear,
abominable violence, savage brutality and draconian inhumanity are burying us alive in a world careening into lost
madness and raw terror. No Human life today is safe from or
immune to its insanity. Every Human life on this Earth is afflicted and infected with the same fatal ignorance and Primal
Fear.
Everyone.
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“They” are Human, Too

THEY walk the same Earth that we do. They breathe the
same air. They have been given the gift of life as have we all.
But they exist in the rarified stratosphere at the top, far beyond our common lives. They are the Supreme Power Elite
that represent the climax phase of the ancient Human drive
to conquer, dominate and triumph; to at all costs overcome
and prevail, and to prevail gloriously. And that success and
supremacy have come from rigorous refinement of a Primal
Perspective and single-minded obsession and total focus
upon its discrete manifestations: selfish interest, domain
and empire. You and I, today, must see things differently. We
must see “Oz” at last to finally be a simple Human being. For
them to rise and stay at the top in an ignorant Human world
obsessed with the Primal Perspective, we must truly understand what they have had to become…and what they have
lost, and have had to sacrifice.
Their primal focus has become so perfected, consolidated
and refined that everything beyond the arena of that absolute fixation upon survival to them has become vulnerable
weakness, irrelevance and intolerable contamination of what
“They” are Human, Too
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always is a singular and primordial objective. Self-destructive
doubt, extraneous compassion, the confusion and chaos of
morality, emotion and spiritual and philosophical pathos
cannot be allowed to enter into the arena. With every action
and direction taken on this Earth they unequivocally believe
they are fulfilling and aligning themselves with the ultimate
truth, meaning and design of Universe. Deep within a primitive mindset, they are certain they are right. They are simply
manifesting the mantra of “Survival of the fittest”, “might is
right” and the secret, central truth of the Primal Perspective
itself. In the savage jungle of primal fear and ignorance that
is our world today, where enemies are everywhere and trust
and benevolence are always deeply suspect, they confront
the reality of this dogmatic mantra every day:
In a Human world of barbaric, primitive ignorance the only
truth and lesson is that the “self” must be the God of Universe
to survive.
They then are the extreme expression of an ancient Primal
Perspective that evolved eons ago in the dark horror of prehistory. Like everything else in our fulminating world today,
that extreme expression of the ancient primordial Primal
Perspective has reached a desperately critical point today.
Through the evolution of eons these Supreme Power Elite on
Earth today have amassed staggering, unprecedented and incomprehensible wealth and power and have marshaled lethal
and deadly force so omnipotent that they are poised on the
threshold of total tyranny and iron-fisted control of all Human
life on Earth. And in the arena of those Supreme Power Elite
in our world today, it is the tragic combination of a secretly
flawed and abominable, prehistoric ignorance with aberrant,
obscene and monstrous wealth and power and diabolical
technical capacity for destruction that have pushed our life
force to the brink of annihilation and oblivion.40
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To turn Humankind back from that precipice and to survive
we must begin to see that even within that staggering omniscience, omnipotent wealth and power and that draconian,
deadly force of the Supreme Power Elite there is secreted the
same dark and Primal Fear that haunts us all. Because they
have divorced, isolated and distanced themselves so totally
from the whole and become an empire and power unto themselves, and have so narrowed and constrained the spectrum
of life itself with their single-minded obsession, they have lost
connection to the sublime continuity that is Universe.
The only true validation and continuity they have is evidenced not only by their “solitary one” existence, but by
all that they have amassed, and all that they dominate and
have. From within the prehistoric ignorance of the Primal
Perspective, what they have, and have become, is what they
are. To lose that power and empire. To lose that strangle
hold on their domain and what they have, is the same as
death to them. They believe that in the very essence of their
lives and their lifetimes they are manifesting the truth and
destiny of what Universe itself means. Losing control, surrendering that power is then one and the same as losing
their being, losing their connection to what Universe and
they, themselves, mean. Outside and beyond that connection they are then abandoned, lost. They not only lose their
place in and continuity with the meaning of Universe, they
have lost who they are. They are therefore terrified and
haunted by the same Human Primal Fear of abandonment,
and the lost disappearance into the death void of oblivion.
They are terrified of losing control.
This is why in this brutal world of ours today they have unleashed such naked aggression, violence, inhuman brutality
and draconian, barbaric and merciless torture and iron-fisted macabre destruction to Human life and civilization. Why
Humanity on Earth is witnessing the stark nightmare of death
“They” are Human, Too
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squads, ruthless militarized killing, extermination, the torture and destructive crippling of the soul and Humanity of
helpless Human beings, innocent civilian and child deaths,
and the mindless insanity of everywhere, endless bestial war.
And this total madness is raging out of control, reaching catastrophic levels beyond belief as deadly confrontations with
monstrous supreme power elite, mired in the hell of stark
and Primal Fear themselves, and common, helpless Human
beings terrified for basic survival itself on this disintegrating
planet, reach the climax phase of a fatally flawed and ancient
Primal Perspective.
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20
Global Fools

IT will require a staggering and metamorphic transition to
see such a shattering and terrifying cosmic conflagration
and the blind, monstrous terror raging through all of our
frantic lives from the sanctuary of a more highly evolved
viewpoint beyond the suffocating clutches of our Primal
Fear. Perhaps instead of witnessing this extreme crisis and
the insanity perpetrated by a monstrous, Supreme Power
Elite, we could instead see them as simply “Global Fools”
tormented by the same primitive, mortal and fatal Primal
ignorance and fear that lurks in all of our common lives.
Perhaps even their ruthless and wretched inhumanity and
the terrifying ignorance and colossal stupidity of being so
transfixed and obsessed with maintaining control and tyranny, that they would hazard and destroy the order, community and biosphere that sustains Human life on Earth just to
maintain their iron-fisted domination of our precious planet,
would somehow begin to make sense. They are not supreme,
omnipotent, divine, ordained and “chosen”. They are simply
terrified “Global Fools”. They are simply mortal. They are
simply Human. As are we all.
Global Fools
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Each of us, when we are able, in our simple, common lives
pursue materialism and consumerism and acquire things,
“toys”, luxuries and accumulated property. It is a Human
thing. It is a natural instinctive process and here in the modern First World where we are rich beyond any reference, we
all do it. We acquire excessive property far beyond the bare
minimal necessities we need to live and it gives us comfort
and security, not only because it allays our simple fears of
survival, but for something much more subtle and unsuspected. Transforming the alien unknown around us by capturing
things, making them ours and “owning” them, like defining
Universe in terms of discreteness or establishing tenuous
connections and fragile, interwoven relationships with other
Human beings in our Human world all perform the critical
function of rendering the wild and primal Unknown into comforting and secure familiarity. They are the sum total of our
primitive efforts to deal with and conquer the Primal Fear in
all of our lives. By acquiring and “owning” things we somehow
expand the isolated, primal circle of our “solitary one” lives
and capture alien unknown outside the domain of our private
“circles of light” and make that alien region known, and we
are no longer so lost and alone. We call it status, affluence
and we insidiously rate and rank one another by the amount
of property that we “own.” But beneath everything they represent our mortal, Human primitive techniques to live in a
contrived reality beyond terror and Primal Fear. To reach out
into the terror Unknown of a wild and treacherous Universe
and somehow make it safe and known. Even though they are
cobbled, patchwork pastiches, they are all valiant efforts to
render Universe into reflected imitation of the only real truth
that we live and know. Those primitive illusions have given
us shelter from the storm, safe in our primitive ignorance for
eons. Until now.
The Supreme Power Elite on Earth and the monstrous, inhuman atrocities they are visiting upon Human beings every58
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where on Earth all are at last simply Human actions. They are
the same as you and I. They manifest the same Primal fear
and ignorance that lurks deep within us all. It is just that, like
everything else, those terrors and that fatal ignorance reach
ultimate and extreme expression in the denatured, stratospheric dominion in which they abide. And taken to the ultimate extreme the drive to “own”, and the urge to control, conquer and dominate is never benign or casual. Never partial.
Never restricted. So when that extreme, dominant obsession
to conquer and “own” is applied to the arena of owning and
controlling Human beings it always descends into and ultimately demands nothing less than total surrender and absolute subservience of the Human victims and the subjects that
are conquered, controlled and “owned.”
Just as purchasing and “owning” things transforms them into
acquisitions that belong to and become part of our beings
themselves and are therefore known, in the extreme form of
power and conquest of Human beings the Supreme Elite demand total obedience, subservience and enslavement of the
subjects (“things”) that are controlled and “owned.” Anything
else, any lack of total submission or subservient, blind obedience is evidence of toxic, alien Unknown and represents a lethal invasion of the Primal Fear within the sacred and solitary
empire of their conquered domain of “self” and existence they
control. It is therefore dealt with as fatal rebellion, revolt and
alien invasion that threaten life itself, and must be crushed
and destroyed. From the primitive and barbaric ignorance
which they are the extreme expression of, to survive and obey
the mantra of survival and the Primal Perspective that is the
law of life for them, they have no other option to counteract
the prehistoric, raw terror of losing control. Human beings
must become enslaved, dehumanized and “owned.” And any
revolt or rebellion unleashes the Primal Fear and must therefore be obliterated.
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This is why the horrors and tragedies of inhuman savagery,
abominable tyranny and agony still haunt our Human life
force. It is why our history has been a saga of continual and
cyclical periods of recurrent terror, hatred and violence, stark
oppressive repression and bloody, desperate rebellion. It is
always just a matter of time until the ruthless insanity of cosmic and catastrophic conflagration and mindless bestial rage
and destruction ravage our desperate Human world again.
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21
“Give Me Your Tired,
Your Poor, Your Huddled
Masses Yearning to Breathe
Free.”41

THAT stealthy, insane horror stalks our civilization once more.
All of us instinctively sense its deadly approach. Something
unimaginable and abominable this way comes again. All the
signs are there. It is coming. We all can feel it. You and I, we
know. It is coming, soon.
The stage is set. There is just too much blind, primitive ignorance and raw, terrifying fear in our world today. The corruption is too deep. The power and control at the top too extreme
and concentrated. Too total. Too omnipotent. The deadly force
arrayed too draconian, overwhelming and unchallengeable.
The vast extremes of polarized disparity simply reaching intolerable instability, just waiting for the momentary spark to
inflame, torrent wild and unstoppable, like an incandescent
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white heat thunderbolt of destruction engulfing Human life
on Earth in total hysterical, rabid insanity.
Ensconced in that abominable primal ignorance, the “global
fools” are poised and ready, their iron fist of absolute deadly
force suspended in air, waiting to crush and destroy everything.42 The militarized security forces and the riot police
armed to the teeth. Ghastly draconian, murderous killing
technology in place. The detention centers and concentration
camps waiting. Gate key impregnable bunker sanctuaries and
secret sustainable, survival biospheres contingent and provisioned to survive Armageddon. All the safety nets of jurisprudence, social contract and support, inalienable rights and the
sanctity of freedom successfully shredded and left in tatters,
blowing in the wind.
And the tempest tossed, wretched refuse of betrayed and
broken Humanity in the streets. Nothing left but blind, naked hope, unable to forsake the dream of liberty and simple
Human dignity that connects them to the destiny of Universe
itself.43 Clinging to each other, taking comfort in fervent unity, standing in the face of death, yet helpless and vulnerable
against the terror of Primal Fear, in desperate and suicidal
rebellion they are resigned to be driven to the kill zones and
to be herded to awaiting extermination.
Everything is in place. All the tactics and strategies computed and set in stone. Any moment now Human ignorance and
mortal fear will reach the tipping point and the apocalypse of
rage, vengeance and hate will boil over and the cosmic conflagration will begin again. But this time the cycle will end.
This time the ignorance and the terror will take us all over
the edge, and nothing will stop it. There is simply no more
room for tyranny, profit, power and privilege. “No more time
to hate.”44 No place left in this expectant Universe for ignorance that cannot evolve into magnificent metamorphosis.
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“They know not what they do.”45 The lesson Humankind never
learned. The last chapter finally written. Lost hope, no dream
left. Only eternal darkness, extinction and oblivion.
…unless.
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Find what the real challenge is.

22
An Awakening New Human
Genius On Earth

IF we could recognize that a primitive and fatally flawed
Primal Perspective beneath all of our ordered world is the
reason our civilization and biosphere are disintegrating today, we would finally begin to find a way out of this present
death march to oblivion our life force is now chained to.
Once so very long ago ancient humans conceived and captured all universe around them into a new Human awareness of
objects, “things”, symbols and “solitary one” reflected discreteness everywhere in Universe. This primitive revelation and genius began the genesis of Human thought and laid the foundation for a New Human world. For thousands and thousands of
years that primeval giant leap in awareness led Humankind
into the future. Now we desperately need something more.
Another radical and revolutionary transformation is growing
beneath the surface of our deeply troubled, disintegrating and
mortally challenged world. A new astonishing vision, wonder
and magic beckons. We have to find the way to believe in
ourselves and each other and gather together to create for
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the first time ever a world beyond ancient Primal Fear and
wretched ignorance. You and I together in our simple, common lives must awaken to a new and astounding awareness.
We must leave that flawed Primal Perspective behind and
understand that the first step towards metamorphosis of the
Human mind will happen when the ability to truly “share” the
“solitary one” window of life each of us only know in isolation
finally blossoms on Earth…a new and amazing awareness
would begin, and we would open the door for Humankind into
a magnificent and glorious renaissance.
We would then be able to see, experience and know existence
and Universe from more than one narrow and primitive viewpoint. An avenue to envision “whole” (not part) solutions to
the problems of our desperately troubled world today would
open before us. It will also begin an astounding Human journey to understand and conquer our stark terror of death itself. We will know, because we have escaped the fatal bonds
of living only one life, that something does persist and survive
beyond. Life will expand and will no longer be encompassed
with terror and Primal Fear. For the first time we will begin to
see beyond that dark, horror void that has terrified us for all
eternity. A New Way to be Human on Earth would begin.
We just have to discover a new, astounding and magnificent
awareness growing deep within us and set it free, and recognize that a metamorphosis of the Human mind is once again
happening here on Earth. We are now on the verge of another
profound technique and awakening genius that will lead us into
a new dimension beyond this tormented world of fear and ignorance. Instead of an ancient Primal Perspective that defined
a universe of elemental discreteness, we would begin to see
all isolated discreteness in Universe instead as sublime “potential.” It means transcending an ancient mindset and the prison
of “solitary one” to a new and transcendental revelation and a
new awareness of a Universe where life itself can be shared.
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23
“Sharing” Life Itself

WE have discovered a fatal flaw hidden in the way we think.
Using that profound and incredible insight we have arrived at
the threshold of metamorphosis and a New Way to be Human
on Earth. If we are careful and examine things in this new
light we have a chance to escape oblivion and extinction…
and begin again, in a different way.46
You and I must somehow manage to step beyond that prehistoric ignorance and the Primal Fear to perceive that all of
the chaos, horror and brutal inhumanity of this tragic age are
actually a mammoth challenge to evolve a new way to think,
and to Human survival on Earth. We must begin to suspect
that there is another, higher awareness that our awakening
minds have to puzzle out. Something else is hidden here that
is very important. Stepping beyond and outside of that Primal
Perspective perhaps we could see all the terror and disintegration of this tumultuous age from a more highly evolved viewpoint. Our inability to find elemental, particulate discreteness
at the center of all reality and Universe, and the mirage that
it has turned out to be can instead illuminate another significant and profound revelation, if we can look at it another way.
“Sharing” Life Itself
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If we accept the fact that there is no true discreteness in
Universe and that it is actually a primitive mirage, then perhaps the existence of our own separate, forever discrete
and “solitary one” lives…the focus upon which the Primal
Perspective is unequivocally and incontrovertibly anchored
upon… is also a mirage. In other words, perhaps in a higher more evolved design and destiny of Universe we are not
supposed to live separate and solitary lives. Perhaps it all
means that there is another dimension, another door, a higher awareness that is yet to be found for our species.
It is therefore possible that all of this raw ignorance, wild terror and blind chaos devouring us today simply indicate that
we are going the wrong way, that there is something else…
something much more incredible we should all be doing with
the gift of our lives. Perhaps we should look again at this
disintegrating world around us today and see it differently.
Perhaps it is just possible that Human life itself is not destined
to be lived in primitive isolation. The hidden message here
just may be that our discrete, lonely and primitive lives are
actually meant to be shared.
Imagine that. Imagine what that really means. Imagine what
a future that would illuminate. Imagine where that open door
could lead. This then would become the true challenge to our
species and to Human civilization itself. We must gather together and find the deep potential, promise and vision inside
of us. We must as a life force believe in an impossible dream,
join hands, stop hurting each other and answer this ultimate
challenge of Universe:
HUMAN BEINGS MUST FIND THE WAY TO LEARN TO “SHARE”
LIFE ITSELF.
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An Impossible Dream

THE idea that one Human being can somehow escape beyond
their own lives and know and perfectly “share” another life is
outrageous. It seems to be simply an impossible and preposterous dream. Yet how impossible is it to theorize that primitive apes foraging in the trees may one day escape the bonds
of Earth to walk on the moon, or to see with awakening eyes
our splendid gossamer, blue jewel of a star from the darkness
of deep space?
This book, and all these words have required a stark, ruthlessly sober and undistorted examination of just how hopeless
and desperate the Human condition on Earth has become.
It has demanded excruciating clarity, unspeakable truth and
fearless acceptance of the harsh ultimatum that we are at the
point of destiny for our Human life force and we either somehow create a metamorphosis of the Human mind and a New
Way to be Human on Earth or suffer and die, reeling into horror and the lost blackness of extinction and oblivion.
The simple statement that Human beings are destined to one
day completely and totally “share” the sublime and secret
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magnificence of living life itself is nothing less than outrageous, metamorphic and astounding. It is simply an impossible dream now beyond the horizon of imagination and our
presently primitive awareness. First, it is a concept and a vision that is beyond the realm of possibility for us now. We
cannot even imagine how it could be. And secondly, it is absurd and incomprehensible to entertain the thought that this
simple idea will transform our disintegrating and tormented
civilization and planet into a golden, gloried renaissance for
Humankind. It is simply beyond belief that this simple evolutionary “giant leap” for Humankind will allow us to escape
the horror of our tragic, frantic and terrified world and let us
begin life on Earth again, in a different way.
Can it be true? Can it really be possible? From the dreamscape
of the ages, and the story of Humankind that will one day be
scribed into eternity, what really is possible for Human beings
walking this Earth in our mortal, common lives today?
Consider, for a moment, if somehow by some cosmic miracle you and I were to be transported back through eons to
the very point in ancient, primordial prehistory where those
primitive humanoids were poised on the threshold of the
birth of awareness and critical, logical and ordered thought.
If we could, for a moment live along with them in that age, and
were able to witness their lives and see them clearly from the
vantage point of the eons, what would we see? How would
we view things differently, from the wisdom garnered through
the ages? To us, what would we recognize as unsuspected
traces of magnificent potential that are possible, and one day
will become the visions and dreams that will come true in
this, our space-age dreamland of the future?
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The Perspective of a New
Human Dream

WE would know that the painted handprint etched eternally
in stone, left there in the vastness of the desert is an ancient,
prehistoric signal that those early Humans were beginning
to identify and define their discrete “solitary one” selves. We
would see it as early, primitive evidence of the birth of “self
awareness”, where they were mentally becoming an isolated
being and identity in their yet unfocused thoughts. We would
hear the guttural sounds slowly defining in their social interactions and understand that they one day will refine and perfect,
and in the future will become crystallized words, language and
eventually concepts and intangible spoken ideas and myriad
forms of metamorphic abilities to communicate. The scratching in the sand will become numbers and written symbols that
will capture and contain objectified identities into ordered taxonomy and hierarchy composed in the interwoven fabric of
logic and ordered form for an awakening Human mind. The
bits of wood, bone and stone taken out of context in their prehistoric world and fashioned into crude tools, we would recognize as manifested objects and precursory constructs that
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will eventually evolve into machines and technological genius
carrying Human imagination into the wonder of the stars.
And in the forlorn trinkets and treasures buried with their
companions in deep, tragic anguish we would witness embryonic evidence of Human emotion, empathy and compassion
and the simple unifying beginnings of love in the Human saga
on Earth.
All this we would see. All this we would recognize as dreams
and visions destined to become real. Those precious things
that we now know are true and possible. You and I, we would
know this, because we live this truth. But those ancient
and tormented Human beings living that mystery existence
long and long ago in the darkness of deep time, they could
not know. They would not have any true idea what really is
possible.
Just so if by some miracle Human future beings were to be
able to witness and see us now, here in this mortally tortured
world we live in today. What would they see and know and
recognize as possible in the jangled, fractious chaos we walk
through in this monstrous insanity of Human existence in this
21st century? What would they recognize? What, from the wonder age so very far in the distant glory that their incomprehensible life form and transformed civilization has become,
will they see as evidence of dreams that one day will come
true?
From beyond the serenade of the eons they will see us for
who we really are. They will wonder about us, as we now do
when we unearth traces of our ancient primordial ancestors
today how, like them, you and I here in these desperate, primitive times managed to hold life together beneath the unbearable burden of the sheer terror and pathetic ignorance that
shreds and savages the hope and faith we desperately need
to carry on in our wretched lives. They will simply marvel
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at our magnificent courage and the true and valiant walking
legends that each of us simply are.
And they will see in sharp, clear relief that the stray and
crude efforts at human interconnection, communication and
convergence that we attempt in subtle social and interpersonal expression or in symbolic words, messages, images and
electromagnetic packets flung outside of ourselves into the
Unknown void that now tragically isolates us, are all infantile beginnings of something far beyond our present primitive
comprehension. They will understand that the fledgling intimations we have of a strange and entangled Universe, telepathy, extra-sensory perception and divine spiritual enlightenment, Bliss and an Unshakable Deliverance of the Human
Mind into Holy Transcendence and Paradise are clear, unmistakable evidence that we Human Beings in this Dark age are
on the road to a transformation and awakening intimation of
a secret, hidden Universal Consciousness and the birth of an
unimaginably perfect form of advanced and exquisite communication that will consummately Unite our primitive life
forms in a future Human renaissance and an exalted, splendored civilization far beyond our present imagination.
They will know this because they will live in a Golden Glory
Human existence in the future not only where life itself is
shared and encompasses an awareness of beauty, perfection
and magnificence we can now only dream about…but where
they live and manifest an existence that is in perfect harmony
with the sublime meaning and true destiny of Universe itself.
Light years beyond the Primal Fear and prehistoric ignorance
that consume our lives today, in a miracle that is simply beyond belief for you and I now, they will belong in the enlightened awareness and fearless, loving embrace of the supreme
understanding of what Universe and life truly mean. And the
thought of being outside and alone, and the primitive concept
that things disappear forever and Die in Universe never even
The Perspective of a New Human Dream
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enters their sanctified and evolved Consciousness. Every
second they are alive, every splendid fiber and essence that
they are would continuously resonate and celebrate the fact
that the Human Dream has finally come true on this Earth.
In the prophetic and sacred words of Martin Luther King, the
Universe and their joyful lives would endlessly ring with the
song…”Free at last, Free at last. Thank God Almighty, we are
free at last.” And that song would never end.
Imagine such a dream.
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26
Universe

BUT that miraculous, awakening insight into what really is
possible, and that song and that golden civilization of the future are only just that, now…just a dream. A dream beyond
reach, and a song that is silenced because of the horror and
tragedy that is our primitive, Human world today. Today, we
lack the vision to make that impossible dream come true, to
make it real and possible. We must find a new vision within
us, a new way to think, and a New Way to be Human on Earth.
That new vision must begin with seeing everything around us
differently, and evolving a new understanding of the mystery
that Universe really is.
Beyond the Primal Perspective, our prehistoric ignorance and
the Primal Fear, what really is Universe? What secret mystery does that terrifying Unknown really conceal? If we could
stand outside of all that darkness and dare to really challenge
that Unknown. If we could believe that we are destined for
magnificence and that we really carry that Golden dream of a
metamorphosis and a future Human renaissance somewhere
deep inside us, what would we really see?
What does Universe really mean?
Universe
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Beyond our prehistoric ignorance, Universe is a mystery that
we do not really comprehend. Our primitive minds simply
cannot understand the language it speaks and the rhythmic,
siren song that it is. It lies beyond the horizon and even beyond our imagination now, and it is so much more than our
mathematical, statistical, linear, and discrete imagery of it.
There is a fundamental focus to Universe we have yet to countenance. In Universe, somehow, everything is a part of everything else. There is nothing anywhere that is unconnected or
apart. The direction, flow and evolution of Universe always
follow the path of interaction; seeking to join, interrelate and
belong.
Universe is a CONTINUUM where everything is inexplicably
flowing in a cohesive rhythm and harmony towards the communion and culmination of an ultimate objective. We must
now understand this destined objective of Universe to be
perfect Union. This ultimate and perfect Union cannot now
be presently conceptualized in our primitive minds. It is
perfect Union itself that is the orchestrating dimension that
all Universe is truly created and composed around. And, although our discrete centered awareness cannot truly configure that holistic, perfect Union, we must now begin to form
the almost incomprehensible and transcendent idea that this
perfect dimension of Union is yet an unfulfilled dream. It is not
yet born. It does not yet exist in Universe anywhere, and has
never yet been created. All Universe then is an expression, a
manifestation, a creation that exists to progress towards the
as yet unborn state of Union.
What is this Union?
It is a state of perfect continuity, concordance and transcendent harmony that has never before existed in all creation.
Throughout our Human history, vague intimations of this
yet unreached and unknown, perfect dimension, reality and
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existence have surfaced in all walks of religion, mysticism
and spiritual belief. Heaven. Paradise. Nirvana.47 Gnosis.48
Samahdi.49 Satori50,etc. The final state of this perfect Union
and the secret destiny of Universe is the ultimate consummation of all these unrealized and sublime visions, beliefs and
dreams, and its promise, destiny and image have been secretly stamped and branded upon all creation. The crucial point
is that this Union has yet to be evolved. It does not yet exist,
and has never yet existed in all creation. It is yet unborn. If
we accept and can picture such a peculiar and mysterious
Universe in the carousel of our minds, perhaps we can begin
to envision the remarkable concept that it is this combined
contrast of both the irreversible, inescapable inclination
(this absolute CONTINUUM) with the unalterable qualification (that this perfect, absolute Union is yet unconsummated
and yet unborn in all creation and eternity)… that is the real
source of what we primitively conceive of as duality and dichotomy in our modern world around us today. Perhaps it is
time that we begin to make this astonishing quantum leap in
our awakening Human awareness.

Universe
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27
The Continuum

WE can also then consider that every component in Universe
would instinctively align completely with this CONTINUUM
and is imprinted with the instinctive and autonomic inclination towards this as yet unborn final, absolute and consummate Union. This secret, inclining orientation of this sublime
CONTINUUM to Union would then be the impetus and momentum in Universe that causes life to unify and “grow” outward
into the unknown and to multiply and promulgate. Powering
the Sun and the stars, it would be the reason that light shines
and the world turns. And why love is eternal. It would orient plants, sending roots down and leaves up, how migratory
birds cross imponderable distances, and why cells divide. It
then explains the osmotic balance of metabolism, theories of
Gaia and Endosymbiosis, the mysterious coordination of hive
mind, bird flocking and herd behavior, and why living growth
accords so consistently to form.51
Universe is the womb of Union. And somehow in the mysterious panoply of Universe and in an incomprehensible process and hidden genesis…this Union is secretly being born.
All around us, this magnificent enigma that we call Universe
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has always throbbed and pulsed in rhythmic serenade
with a bewitching melody that we have never truly heard
clearly, or understood from within our primitive and Primal
Perspective. That song and destiny of Universe is there for
us to hear, if we would only stop and listen and look for it.
The evidence is all around us, if we could only step beyond
and outside of our “solitary one” primitive ignorance. It must
be there. And it is.
Think about it. How would such a secret, sublime Universe
and an instinctive everywhere indestructible and unrelenting
CONTINUUM towards an unborn perfect Union present itself?
Beyond our crude, primitive ignorance, what would it really
be?
Well, it would appear and manifest itself like this:
A continual, omnipresent progression and intrinsic flow manifested everywhere towards a perfect unborn Union, (the
Universal CONTINUUM) that ultimately must reach an absolute barrier, a limit, (the incomplete, unborn capacity, potential
and ability in Universe to presently create and reach Union.)
This “flow” would then turn into its mirror relationship (which
we would primitively view as a counter flow in the opposite
direction, or a retreat). This retreat, because of the all-pervasive and everywhere inescapable, eternal CONTINUUM must
eventually, once again, become re-oriented towards and obey
the absolute objective of ultimate, perfect Union of all creation. And this primordial and elemental rhythm would repeat and repeat endlessly until, in a dimension unimaginable,
a metamorphic threshold would be surpassed and perfect,
total Union would somehow become born for the first time in
all creation. From our Primal Perspective we could only ignorantly see this destined, divine flowing rhythm in the flawed
terms of “opposition” and elemental “duality.”
The Continuum
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28
The Enduring, Faithful,
Rhythmic Harmony of a
Living Universe

THIS fundamental, cyclic periodicity would be the most basic
and rudimentary form that such a transcendental Universe
could be expressed in. This elemental, faithful, rhythmic
harmony, not elementary particles or discreteness,52 would
be the basic “building block” of Universe in a new and metamorphic perspective of the true meaning, design and destiny
of Universe. This rhythmic cycle at the heart, center would
then form an essential flowing “alive” throbbing rhythmicity
which Universe would manifest everywhere. It would be in
the rhythm of the waves, the symmetry of atomic and stellar
regularities and the biosystems of life itself. It would be why
poems have to rhyme, and it would be the heartbeat song
pulsing through all of our veins. It would be the living flow,
rhythm and continuity manifested at the center of reality and
existence everywhere. This enduring, faithful, rhythmic harmony (EFRH) would be the true “celestial music”53 and cyclic
“Arrow” of a destined Universe hiding beneath the primitive
world of seemingly predictable linearity, discreteness and
the primitive concept of Time that you and I now build our
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flawed, synthetic world around. It is the deep beat and pulse
throbbing inside us all, one and the same. It is the unmistakable, eternal evidence that Universe is destined for magnificent and perfect Union, all around us everywhere.
And because both these intrinsic components of Universe
(i.e. the CONTINUUM to Union, and the present Universal
incapacity to create this Union) would appear to present as
constants in the grand eternal scheme of such an expectant,
awaiting Universe, such cycles would take on the appearance
of regularity. This would form the unsuspected, secret source
for the perceived eternal predictability of nature from which
our entire civilization of law, science, technology and order
have been built upon.
We set out together to change the world. To find a New Way to
be Human on Earth. To find the fatal problem that is destroying our world and to set it right. Capturing the hope, faith and
belief in a better world for us all, we reached into the darkness trying to find a way out for our children’s children to survive and grow into a new world and a new Human civilization
in a future now beyond our imagination.
This radical and revolutionary new vision of Universe is beyond anything yet formulated in all Human history. It is a
Universe yet unborn. Yet it cracks the egg of convention and
established order, safety and sanctuary that now holds reality together for our infantile and primitive mindset. It represents an open door waiting for us, but we must step over
and beyond every custom, fact, law and tradition that once
validated truth and meaning and reality itself to walk through
that door. We now have the chance to start Human life on this
Earth again. We have the chance to see things completely differently and astonishingly new, as newborn babes must view
the raw and astounding world of living, breathing awe in the
first borning moments of awakening childbirth.
The Enduring, Faithful, Rhythmic Harmony of a Living Universe
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29
The Universal Consciousness

IN such a radical, new and revolutionary Universe every “potential” is precious, vital and pricelessly valuable. Not only
does such a sublime and magnificent CONTINUUM incline
and command every essence and every “potential” towards
this ultimate perfect Union of all creation; every “potential” in
such a Universe is critical to the ultimate destiny and Union
of all creation. This is why the life inside us is so incalculably
precious. It is absolutely precious because it is the “potential” inside us all for Union representing the Principium and
the destiny of Universe itself. It must be kept Free to reach
and “flow” towards Union. This is why the unyielding Human
struggle and crusade for liberty, freedom, and the inalienable
dignity, and rights of life itself cannot be crushed and will
never die. This is why all life must become sacred, holy and
sacrosanct. The gift of life we all share is simply the destiny
of universe throbbing inside us all and it is the whisper of
the indestructible convergence of Universe shining through
and galvanizing all of our simple, common lives. This destiny
that speaks through us all is not something written in a book,
or scribed into law, or a democratic ideal or ideological abstraction, it is the Principium of Universe. It is what Universe
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means. It is something that is simply larger than life itself. And
one day. One day soon all Earth will ring with the symphony
of Human Freedom and Union all over this Earth. And all Life
in Universe will become sacred, precious and possessed with
inalienable and sacrosanct value and cherished above all
else. And each of us will step into a new Human world.
This then is the cosmic awakening that is emerging in the collective Human mind today in this deeply confused, disjunctive and tormented world. All of us are beginning to realize
exactly what it is that is happening here. We are beginning
to suspect the secret destiny of Universe that we are all exquisitely and viscerally involved in. That awakening revolutionary awareness is the distant light leading Humankind out
of ancient, primordial and dark tyranny and ignorance. And
there is much more day to dawn.54
We feel that CONTINUUM and the secret Universal everywhere omnipresent drive to Union deep within us. It is emblazoned on the essence we are and intertwined with our lives
themselves. This CONTINUUM is therefore an expression
(witnessed by the Enduring, Faithful, Rhythmic Harmony everywhere inclining towards unborn Union) of the Universal
“Consciousness” that now lies beyond the grasp of our primitive thought and syndrome of meaning. It is this Universal
Consciousness,55 not discreteness, “self” or matter, which is
the secret, underlying essence and source of all meaning,
truth, destiny and design of this mysterious Universe. It is the
“ground” of all being and existence. It is this “Consciousness”
which actually defines us and is really the Truth and concordance of Universe flowing through us and speaking through
our lives. It is precisely this sacred connection and Unanimity
with the vital, intrinsic CONTINUUM of Universe that gives us
life. It is why this life, this “Consciousness” is finally all that
we really know.

The Universal Consciousness
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30
Universe Is the Womb of
Union

THE Universe of Mass, Space, Time and Energy, the Laws and
defined order of Science and the logic of Philosophy and a
Universe defined by discreteness are all invalid apparitions of
a Primal Perspective that is fatally flawed and must be replaced
by a higher awareness. Universe and our lives themselves
must be seen to be part of an Enduring, Faithful, Rhythmic
Harmony that is everywhere expressed as a CONTINUUM to
a one day perfect, yet unborn Union of all creation. All that we
see, know, envision and dream are simply expressed potentials for Union. Together, we all are taking a visionary, metamorphic step into a New Way to be Human on Earth. We are all
evolving a new Human dream. There is no discreteness, only
potential. And that potential at the center of our lives, that
storms eternally towards Union, is indestructible. Beyond our
Primal Fear and prehistoric ignorance you and I are awakening to a higher, Universal Consciousness. This new, evolved
awareness will open up a new Human Civilization for all our
children’s children. And we will survive, prosper and grow
into a glorious future.
And, finally, there is one last challenge we must overcome.
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There is one more tragic thing holding us back from metamorphosis. We have to see clearly, finally comprehend and
evolve beyond our Primal Fear and the mortal terror that still
haunts all of our lives.
What really is it? Why are we so blindly and totally terrified
of Death? Why so afraid of any ghost or shadow of it, and
so vulnerable to the threats and intimidations of power and
tyranny? How can we possibly together find a path to higher
ground, rise above the darkness and escape that stark terror?
What is that Fear? What really is the Unknown?
If Universe is the womb of Union. And if absolutely everything in this Universe is a “potential” for that perfect, yet
unborn Union, and is aligned, imbued and consumed by this
CONTINUUM, then nothing can exist outside of and beyond
that flow and that inclination, attraction and gravitation to
Union. According to and obeying that CONTINUUM would
constitute the fundamental Principium of all Universe that
cannot be violated. Nothing can exist un-infused or un-consumed by the unalterable and inviolable evolution towards
that yet unconsummated perfect Union.
Consider then if a “potential” in such an extraordinary
Universe were to find itself outside of that CONTINUUM and
unable to obey that ultimate Principium of Universe? For instance, suppose there was a “potential” (say Human life forms)
that existed in a primitive limbo where they had gained a shadowy, instinctive awareness of this secret absolute Universal
Consciousness and CONTINUUM, but had not evolved and perfected the ability to conform or obey that absolute Principium
(specifically because they were thwarted and hopelessly
blocked by primitive ignorance and the unknown dark void
of Death). How would this all powerful, all-consuming command and Principium of such a Universe then be interpreted
or vaguely sensed by those primitive creatures?
Universe Is the Womb of Union
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Violating the Universal
Principium

WHAT form would the violation of the absolute Principium of
Universe then take?
The answer is simply fear. It would appear as an indefinable and stark foreboding and invisible force that permeated
every aspect of their lives. Something towering and formless that would totally consume and dominate their lives,
yet they had no idea what it was. Deep inside it would be
a nameless terror bent upon destroying them, unless they
surrendered and obeyed its command. Yet they had no idea
what to do, or how to escape its power and solve the monstrous enigma now devouring their raw and primitive existence. In that toxic and totally alien state, cut off and unable
to enjoin in the destiny of Universe they would be cast reeling into blind, wild and inconsolable terror. So, that blind
and wild, terrible Primal Fear is subliminally and secretly
caused by our inability to obey the CONTINUUM to Union,
and because we are in violation of the destiny of Universe
itself. If we want to live without that Primal Fear, and never
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be afraid again, we have to evolve beyond our prehistoric
ignorance and the terrifying enigma of Death. We must learn
to share life. We would then be able to “flow” and exist in a
Universe without fear.
Since the birth of self-awareness sensed in Primal Perspective
and flawed instinct we have been violating that Universal
Principium. And we have had to endure that wild terror in
ignorance because in our primordial evolution we could
not possibly have known then that even this terrifying, mortal fear is simply another form that Universe and the commanding Principium takes in the indestructible, inviolable
CONTINUUM to Union. We simply could not have known
that this horrible Primal Fear would drive us eventually beyond dark, prehistoric ignorance and a fatally flawed Primal
Perspective to the threshold of Human renaissance, where life
itself can be shared, and where we finally evolve a New Way
to be Human on Earth. Even now it is almost incomprehensible that beneath all this chaos, savage brutality and ruthless
inhumanity shattering our world today, that something pure
and profoundly magnificent is evolving at the horizon of an
awakening newborn awareness.
In that awakening metamorphosis we are learning the lesson
that this enduring, faithful, rhythmic harmony of Universe
beats within us, and that we are simply children and “potentials” in that Universe.56 We must learn that we really do
belong. The Unknown is simply ignorance, ignorance of the
CONTINUUM and the womb of Union that Universe is. And
that deep Primal Fear of the Unknown and Death are really
the divine impetus driving us to the threshold of a metamorphosis of the Human mind, and beyond. In that long and
haunting darkness, we could not have seen and understood
this, until we as a life force ultimately evolved to where we
are finally ready to transcend this point of metamorphosis.

Violating the Universal Principium
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And most critically and vital of all, we could not have known
that the only way for our besieged and tragically haunted
life force to escape the Primal Fear that dominates and suffocates all of our lives is by evolving the metamorphic capacity to “share” life itself. It was just not possible through all
those savage eons to know this truth. Now, we can begin to
understand.
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32
Living the Dream

YOU and I can now evolve the picture of a dynamic and
profound Universe different than anything yet conceived in
Human history. That ultimate, perfect Union must involve everything. In such a new reality nothing can truly be left behind, outside of and abandoned. It is like the Marines. Nobody
gets left behind, or Union cannot be created. Every essence
and potential in such a splendid CONTINUUM is stamped with
that inviolable drive to Union, is invaluable and inalienable. In
such a Universe nothing can really ever end. Nothing can really be lost. Because we can now envision such a CONTINUUM
and that magnificent dream of one day Perfect Union, it is now
possible to escape the dark terror in our minds. It would seem
that there is nothing left to fear.
The problem is, of course, that although theoretically this
perhaps all makes sense, we cannot really feel it. All these
words and concepts are simply not enough. It is not yet real
to us. We simply do not know. As we have concluded, we only
know what we live.
To finally overcome the Primal Fear that paralyzes, destroys
and cripples us we have to find a way to truly know that this
Living the Dream
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Primal fear is really an illusion. We have to know that nothing
really dies and is lost in this Universe, that all of us are truly
on the threshold of a coming metamorphosis of the Human
mind and a New Way to be Human on Earth. Beyond primitive
ignorance we not only have to see things as they really are,
we have to believe and know this completely. We have the vision now, we just have to live it.
As a life force you and I must now understand the truth that we
will know all of this only when Human beings can evolve the
capacity to “share” life. We will then have discovered the key
to unlock the door to know and live the truth of what Universe
really means and why life and “Consciousness” have been
breathed into us. And all of us will know what this Universal
Consciousness means and the destiny of Universe will then
become embraced and manifested by each of our connected
and interwoven lives. Walking through that door we will enter
into a new dimension and a New Way to be Human on Earth
liberated from the abominable and crippling Primal Fear that
has kept us all from becoming what we were born to become.
We will never be alone again.
We will finally be set free. And Humankind will gather together, truly care for and stop hurting each other. All we have to
do is find a way to “share” life together.
Somewhere you and I have to find that trail to higher ground
in our common, difficult lives today. We must find a process
and a genesis, first perhaps beginning in shared interrelationships or common experience and then progressing into
a new dimension where Union is secretly in the process of
being born. We will discover a higher, more perfect form of
what we primitively call communication, and Human beings
will transcend metamorphosis and leave this dark agony and
the wretched, suffocating fear behind. Hand in hand Human
beings will then walk into a new day.
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33
How Do We Get From Here to
There?

SO, how do you and I begin this journey to do this impossible
thing…to learn to “share” life itself? How in this world do we
get from here to there?57 How do we finally and forevermore
end the Prehistoric ignorance that we are confounded with?
How do we evolve beyond that fatal failure and incapacity we
perceive deep inside ourselves that will not allow us to escape and free the potential our lives? How do we escape that
oblivious and insensitive abominable ignorance with which
we flounder through our discrete, “solitary one” lives, and
that keeps us so desperately and tragically alone?
Once again it is a matter of seeing things from a higher and
more evolved perspective. What we are dealing with here is
a fundamental and intransigent inability to reach outside of
and beyond our own private “circles of light”; to share the
experience of living itself in a process which is presently beyond our comprehension. In one sense what we would then
be attempting to accomplish would be the creation of a type
of Union between our “solitary one” and another separate existence. Does this sound familiar?

How Do We Get From Here to There?
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Perhaps there is a simple reason which we are overlooking
here that would explain why this is something that has never
happened in Human history before. Perhaps there is an insidious explanation why this is something that appears to be an
elemental incapacity or inability that lies totally beyond our
present Human abilities and comprehension.
We have uncovered the secret and sublime design of Universe.
Universe everywhere, beyond our present primitive syndrome of meaning is an everywhere invincible, inviolable and
relentless CONTINUUM to perfect and almost unimaginable
Union, that has yet to be born. It is the recognition of this
profound design and destiny of Universe that will begin to illuminate a New Way to be Human on Earth.
And we have focalized the first step for Humankind into that
new Universe to be the evolution of the ability for Human beings to be able to “share” life itself. We must now begin to
understand why that quantum leap in awareness is now, and
has always been, a seemingly impossible transformation that
appears to be forever beyond the range of Human capability.
We must ask ourselves: “Why?” Why does it seem to be such
an impossible step?
And the answer is that this monumental leap in awareness
that we see as “sharing” life actually involves the creation of
a dimension of Union where two separate potentials on this
Earth somehow create Union and become transcended into
One. Fusion. Synthesis. Union. And we see this inability to
Unify, and to “share” life as a tragic failure deep within us. We
see it all as our fault. Once more, in our Prehistoric ignorance,
we are wrong again.
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34
If Universe is the Answer,
What is the Question?

HOW do you create one Unified Theory to encompass and
resolve all Universe?
How do sperm and egg coalesce, join to become One and
Unify to create Life?
How do two separate Human Beings evolve a perfect form
of Communication where Life becomes “shared” in perfect,
coherent Unity?
How does this magnificent mystery of Universe transpire in a
perfectly concordant CONTINUUM to evolve and create the
ultimate destination of perfect, total Union?
SAME QUESTION.
What is that Question?

If Universe is the Answer, What is the Question?
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It is the Question that enshrouds the enigma that all Universe
is. And it is the Question we must, as a life force, finally answer...or we will not and cannot survive.
This then is the Question of our age…the Question that all
Universe is the Answer to:
“How is Pure, Perfect UNION being Created in this Universe?”
What we have discovered through the development of the
unprecedented concepts revealed in these pages is that this
vital Question cannot be answered from within the Primal
Perspective that now distorts and defiles our vantage point.
The answer will not come from the Scientists, traditional
Philosophers, trained theoreticians and thinkers of our age.
They are all looking the wrong way. It cannot happen in the
laboratories, in the think tanks or boardrooms, in the hallowed
halls of learning or in the precise, calibrated regimens of all
established order, status quo and convention, or in solitary,
private meditation and personal vision quest in this world.
Instead it will come from seeing outside of the Primal
Perspective. It will come from a dimension beyond. The answer will be found in a place that no one has even thought
to look for it. The answer is now approaching our life form
from the subtle shadow beginnings now awakening in the
backroads of our evolving minds in the dark ignorance now
separating us. We just have to start searching for evidence
of that secret mysterious process where this Union is being
born, secreted in the overlooked, converging moments of all
of our simple and common lives.
In Universe if this subliminal CONTINUUM to Union could be
perceived in the physical dimension, it would be evidenced
and be transpiring precisely at the fulcrum where we perceive that “things” (or potentials) interface and interact.
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It must therefore be manifesting and happening where all the
forces and sublime, destined power of Universe converge, in
the dimension and locus where they meet. Beyond the domain of our primitive ignorance in an unsuspected and invisible arena, UNION must be being created all around us, but
we simply do not recognize or understand. We cannot yet see.
If Union is truly in the process of being born in Universe,
where should we begin to look?

If Universe is the Answer, What is the Question?
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35
The True Meaning of the
Planck Scale Mysteries

IF we accept the astounding fact that Universe is the womb of
Union, and is everywhere manifested as a CONTINUUM, we
must begin to see that every interaction and relation we now
primitively see as interface or collision in Universe actually
conceal a doorway into another Universe beyond our present
understanding. In this interconnection of these perceived “potentials”, in a dynamic and unsuspected process that transforms the configuration and essential identity (state) of them
both, the embryonic, preliminary creation of Union must secretly be taking place. This astounding process is therefore
happening unsuspected and invisible in a dimension beyond
our present abilities to see it, and coalesce it into discrete,
conceptual form.
At the infinitesimal, Planck scale we have so far deduced that
such relations and events occur in violations of causality, and
instantaneous and simultaneous mystery which somehow
amalgamates and diffuses the boundaries of states and identities and renders discrete properties of “observer”, locality and
linearity to be obscure, indeterminate and indefinably relative.
Something beyond common sense and logic is happening here.
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This makes no sense from within our reality defined by the
Primal Perspective, but may define the true mechanisms by
which Universe actually mysteriously evolves towards Union.
This incomprehensible process would also be occurring in
the macro scale of biosystems and organisms themselves.
It would happen where they interface and relate, where preliminary, precursory interaction and relationships progress
and transform along a destined indeterminate CONTINUUM.
In this process beyond causality and the Primal Perspective,
“potentials” transcend separate states and align, coalesce
and progress towards ultimate, metamorphic synthesis and
incomparable Unification. In the Human dimension this could
be the sublime process that mysteriously involves the miracle
of birth or the secret promise of “sharing” life itself.
It is possible that with these profound concepts we are beginning to evolve an answer to the vital and critical Question of
our age. The evidence of the CONTINUUM and the mysterious
birth of Union could then be discovered and evidenced in all
of our simple common lives. When we are reaching out, empathizing and caring for one another everwhere on this planet,
we are immersing ourselves in the destiny, truth and secret
meaning of Universe. We too are seeking Union. And this
process has been unattainable and seemingly incomprehensible to us because what we are really up against is the enigma
of Universe itself and a Consciousness and a CONTINUUM to
Union that is in the process of becoming born. Our lives are
part of the mystery and the same celestial magic and wonder
that inclines the stars, and the truth and meaning of life and
all Universe. We should be patient and forgive ourselves. In
trying to “share” life, in the sacred and holy embrace of the
destiny and power of Universe, you and I are doing what we
were born to do… The impossible, hand in hand.
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Gather together and envision the future
beyond it, how it one day will be.

36
The Hard Road Ahead
For Us All

THE way ahead will not be easy for any one of us. Our world
is still an ignorant, inhuman and brutal place. These are all
beautiful and magnificent dreams of a better world to come.
But there are dark and hopeless days ahead, and that deep
fear will close in upon us all. We will hurt each other terribly.
We will stumble and fall. The lesson will come hard and desperate, but it will come. The light will find us. We will learn to
reach out and begin to truly care for each other. Darkness and
fear and savage ignorance have brought us all to our knees
before. But for the first time in all creation there is a dream
we can gather around, something each of us can hold on to
through these hopeless and ruthless days ahead. We are supposed to learn to ”share” life. We are not separate and alone.58
And the magic and joy of Universe is still there waiting, in the
tormented and suffering Human being that is close to you and
beside you now. There is sacred and holy work to be done.
There is a flickering light leading us out of this darkness, and
a distant shore you and I have to reach. We belong together
and we can make it through. Hand in hand we can open that
door. It is just a matter of time.
The Hard Road Ahead For Us All
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If there is one truth that will be carved in stone to be set forever through all eternity for the ages to come it is that there
is no more room in this world today, and our embattled life
force can no longer support greed, profit or a selfish, predatory and parasitic elite that lacks the evolved compassion to
truly care for Human beings on this Earth, or the biosphere
that sustains life itself. All of us are ignorant and are selfish
fools. If only we could see that ignorance and find a way beyond the terror and fear and begin to care. If only you and I
could stop hurting each other. If only we could.
For a while yet the Supreme Power Elite will fight it and try
to hold back the tide and the avalanche of Universe that will
soon grind, wither and banish that extreme, primitive ignorance away into oblivion. “Just so long, and long enough will
being pay the rent of seem.”59 You and I will have to pay the
price and suffer through the horror of that abominable pain
and Human agony caused by their colossal ignorance and the
lesson that they refuse to learn. They will be the last fools on
Earth to learn the eternal truth that we either live together,
or die apart.
In this savage charade and ruthless, exploited inhuman agony today those Supreme Power elite are feasting upon Human
“potential” and the Human heroic, “star cross’d”60 drive to
carry the potential inside us, and the tender circle of loved
ones we care about, through this mortal agony. We are all
doing what must be done, to reach beyond and find the light
and the Union. It is that gullible, guileless, wide-eyed undying innocence and desperate dogged Potential and “will to
become”61 of the Human masses that is the true gold, and
the only source of lasting, eternal wealth in this tormented
world. And “they” have unscrupulously and religiously mined
that gold, and feasted upon that innocent “potential”, keeping
the dreaming masses in chains and merciless exploitation for
eons.
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37
Grace

SEEN from within the ignorance of the Primal Perspective,
that deadly exploitation of the innocent “potential” of desperate Human lives constitutes a monstrous, unforgivable evil.
But from the eternal “long view” and the serenade of the eons,
those monstrous Supreme Power Elite are simply fools doing
what they always do, the only thing they know to do, and the
only thing they have ever done…worship the God of “self”.
First, last and always, they are saving the only thing that to
them matters; “solitary one.” It is simple, colossal ignorance.
They are banking on the primitive belief that Human nature
will never change, that metamorphosis of the Human mind is
a fantasy, and that all Universe is a single dimension, expression and reality where it is only “survival of the fittest” and
“only the strong survive.” They are simply doing what they
have always done in their primitive, ignorant jungle lives. It is
the way it has always been.
And they never even suspect that in their colossal ignorance,
and their destructive sabotage and corruption of the pure potential and the questing human dream inside us all, that they
are destroying the only hope for survival that the Human species has. It is beyond the realm of their prehistoric ignorance
Grace
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and a fear that devours and consumes them that instead of
feasting upon this pure potential and innocence that they
should have the faith to give it room, give it hope and vision,
inspire it and set it free. The dream of hope and freedom is no
longer alive within them, and they will be the last on Earth to
escape the primitive chains of that prehistoric fear and ignorance. You and I will have to carry the Human dream for them,
and endure more torture, draconian brutality and crucifying
agony until they themselves can finally escape and see the
light, join hands with the Human quest and find the New Way
to be Human now buried in the darkness still lurking in their
souls. We will have to believe in them until they can believe in
themselves and walk through that door. We will have to stand
with one foot in paradise and extend the mercy, forgiveness
and reconciliation that our life force will need to open that
door for us all. We will have to welcome them back with open
arms because we need them beside us and that magnificent
perfect Union can’t be reached without them. We will have to
forgive and forget, and get on with the Human dream.
And we must recognize that part of that failure and that
abominable ignorance is our own. We too are at fault. This
brutal and ruthless tragedy is partly of our own doing. We
have been easy prey to be feasted upon. “They” are in control
because we have let them. We resonate to the secret Unity
of the magnificent CONTINUUM of Universe but have primitively interpreted and mistaken it for discrete, singular and
fatally flawed Holy and Supreme Power elite on Earth. Instead
of perfect Union of Universe, “they” are ignorantly obsessed
with their own private survival and selfish empire. You and
I have surrendered our precious “potential” to them, never
suspecting where the true Power of Universe is, and that the
dream is hidden inside “us.” We have also been colossal fools.
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38
You And I, Hand In Hand

THE truth is that we are our own jailers.62 Within us all is the
light and the awesome potential to set ourselves free. But because of ignorance and Primal Fear we surrender that power
and forsake the promise and gift of Life that we have been given in trust. No one can take that divine whisper of the destiny
of Universe that is deep inside from us. It can only be given
away. And this is just what we have done for such a long, long
time. We have turned our back upon our potential and given
our lives away.
We rent our sacred daily existence and barter away the precious time of our lives just to live because we are afraid to
trust and believe in ourselves. And the reason our lives have
become an illusion and we are buried alive in chaos, despair
and tragedy is because in colossal ignorance we have been
so afraid of losing our lives that we have abandoned the “potential” deep inside us all and cannot yet stand unafraid and
reach for the destiny we were born to find. Perhaps in our
rage to escape this present worldwide agony and find someone to blame for this wretched state of our civilization and
our blessed besieged Biosphere we should look in the mirror.
You And I, Hand In Hand
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We all are to blame. And none of us can find the way out and
reach safety and sanctuary alone. Each of us have to step beyond monstrous ignorance and mortal terror and stop blaming and hurting each other. We must find the way through
together, hand in hand.63
Try to imagine a world where Human beings spent their lives
focusing most of all upon Union, upon cooperation and working ever more closely together to find the hidden ways to
“share” life more perfectly rather than concentrating on selfcentered survival, suspicion, accumulation of wealth and advantage, or preservation of territory, property and domain.
Dream of a world without hypocrisy, greed, deception, distrust, duality, exploitation or waste. Where no set of arbitrary
laws or judicial and governmental systems of organized retribution and punishment served to maintain and enforce external social and moral order, but instead order and cohesive
stability flowed from a common focus within us all, as our
Human society and our lives invisibly inclined towards becoming One along with the universal Continuum to perfect,
magnificent Union.
Picture a world where the strong are always just, and exploitation or usury are non-existent; where hate, fear, brutality
and oppression are viewed as intolerable hindrances to the
nurturing of priceless and vital Unity. Where everyone resonates deeply to the sacred truth that finding the path together to Union is our only way to survive. Where for the first
time on Earth and in all history everyone was on the same
page. Scientists. Supreme and powerful elite. Philosophers.
Spiritual leaders. Every race, creed and social being. And every blessed common life on Earth. Walking the same path.
Dreaming the same dream.
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39
The Last Great Human
Revolution On Earth

SUCH an impossible dream can come true. Following such a
path is simply the destiny of Universe. We all can come together, become United and finally reach that perfect and pure
sanctuary of Union where we all belong. This tormented, besieged and disintegrating world we live in will gradually dissolve into a harmonious, hopeful communion as we realize
that the prison of the Primal Perspective which the Human
mind has always been captive in not only can be escaped, but
must be escaped if we are to survive extinction and oblivion
and prosper and grow into the future.
Those that hurt, use and manipulate, deceive, exploit and destroy are not the vanguard and epitome of our civilization.
They are a primitive, extreme and immature aberration that
will not survive, but will and must evolve. We live, then, once
again in an age of walking dinosaurs. Instead of huge, lumbering obsolescence, these modern Human dinosaurs are typified by a prehistoric, flawed perspective that is now destroying our world. It is a perspective that in the most extreme
The Last Great Human Revolution On Earth
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state can be identified by the actions of merciless exploitation, subterfuge, disinformation and the crippling corruption
of dissension, ruthless selfish interest, oppression, abuse and
tyranny all designed to save themselves and their empire. But
that extreme ignorance cannot be tolerated in our besieged
world today, it must evolve and change. A new way to live
together beyond the endless catastrophic confrontations and
waste of Human life and potential must be found. All of us are
involved in a massive sea change of awareness and a metamorphosis where we can begin life on Earth again…in a different way.
This then is the beginning of the last, great Human revolution on Earth. Finally we are at the doorway of the supreme
metamorphosis of the Human mind.64 We are witnessing the
birth of an ultimate, golden renaissance of Humankind. We
must open our eyes and set our minds and spirit free. We are
living in a challenging age where the future of Human life on
Earth depends upon simple Human beings, like you and me.
We are all poised in front of that open door that will lead us
into a new day. We will learn to understand and rise above
our Primal Fear and evolve a new enlightened perspective
beyond the prehistoric ignorance. And we will take the first
step through that door when we finally begin to “share” life
together.
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Believe in it…and make it so.

40
Setting the Human Dream
Free

IN the hushed final moments of our lives, when each of us
wend our way to the endtimes and are poised on the edge of
the great divide, preparing to enter into and become part of
the mystery. In the great shadows when the fever of life subsides and we sense the approach of the peace and sublime
pulsing rhythm and symphony waiting to embrace us and take
us home, and we look back upon the carousel of our lives the
only things that will have mattered are the personal intimacies, connections, relationships65 and deep personal bonds
that we have been blessed with in the time of our lives. Only
those fleeting and everlasting murmurs of love,66 compassion
and Union endure, and form the meaning and integrity of our
lives. Everything else fades away.
The true lesson of Universe speaks to us then and, at last and
finally, we understand what really matters, what everything
finally means. It all comes down to the whisper of Union that
we have tried to grasp and hold onto in our lives. And it is
with that shining light finally illuminating our journey that we
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pass on in communion with the promise of eternity. We are all
ignorant fools, but we treasure within us the dream. And it is
that dream and that promise that caresses us and carries us
into the great beyond.
Universe is the womb of Union and you and I are part of a
great chain of being that is destined for magnificence. Ever so
succinctly and slowly we are evolving a transcendent capacity
to reach beyond ourselves in the fulminating majesty, inspiration and covenant of Universe to share the exquisite “potential” we are deep and sacred within. That unimaginable wonder of Metamorphosis even now is stirring in all of our lives.
We are only touching the edge of this metamorphosis. And it
cannot be found alone, only hand in hand together. It is only
a dream, created upon an idea. But ideas are really the only
thing that have ever truly changed Humankind.67 Somewhere
in the way we share things; experience commonality and
crudely, primitively communicate lies the key that will unlock
that door and enable us to “share” life itself in another dimension. That profound and perfect form of interconnection and
“sharing” will be something like communication, communion
and love,68 but will be beyond these primitive things. It will
be similar to our crude ideas of energy, fusion and eternity
but will dwarf all that. It will appear like light and sunrise,
but more brilliant than we could have ever even imagined.
Through that door lies the ability to feel, live and experience
other life as completely and viscerally as we now know and
feel our private, individual and discrete “circles of light.” It
will transcend symbols, ritual or form. It will be the shimmering dawning of a higher Consciousness and will not have to be
learned, or taught with rote memorization, example, habit or
repetition. It just has to be set free. In the mind of a child69 one
day will come the answer all Humankind has been searching
for since the beginning. And we will all set sail together into a
new dream, and a new Universe.
Setting the Human Dream Free
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41
The Human Story of a
Universe of “Us”

THOUSANDS of years from now the only things that will have
mattered are those things that bring us all together, closer
to Union, not those which divide us. We are evolving closer
and closer to a new Human perspective, and a more highly
evolved awareness in which there can no longer be a Universe
of “us” and “them.” Always, and only “us.”
We will finally have an answer to those whose existence depends upon and is derived from a primal and prehistoric survival instinct and a Universe where only the strong survive.
We can now see in indelible and crystal clear language why
those who exploit others and put themselves and their hierarchies above the common good are truly out of the flow of
Universe and are destined to be swept away with a Primal
Perspective that is doomed to disintegration. We all must join
hands to seek this CONTINUUM together and no one can be
left behind. It is no longer viable for anything or anyone to
succeed at the expense of others. No longer are there any special chosen elite. We can only reach this Union together, not
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individually. No longer can the Human mind and the Human
species confidently subjugate and exploit other species, and
manipulate and defile the secret natural order of Universe
with what we can now recognize to be such a fatally flawed
primitive awareness and a gross, abominable ignorance of
the real truth and meaning of Universe, itself. Any selfishness,
aggrandizement or exploitation in our world are mutant aberrations from the primitive world of “discreteness” and will
one day soon end.
What will take center stage in our lives is simply the Human
story. The simple, common dreams and strivings for the
good, the decent, the innocent and the concordance with the
suffering, the broken, the needy. The hope for the “happy ending” and the underdog somehow conquering overwhelming,
long-shot impossible odds. What will matter most is feeling
connected and part of; how we feel joined to other Human
beings, how we are connected to the whole of civilization and
life on Earth. Whether or not we can feel it is our world, and
our Universe, and whether or not we feel part of, respected,
valued and cared for in everything, everywhere. Whether we
truly belong.
It is only the uncommon, priceless moments of borning Union
we have been lucky enough to nurture and share during the
wild, gasping hunger of raw, frantic life that will hold our lives
together and that will form the fabric and heart of our existence. Civilizations in the future will be measured and judged
by how the weak and the helpless, who are now considered as
less “competent” and less “productive” are treated. The success of Humanity will depend upon how the quality of their
life really is, and what their lives are really like, whether their
valiant, common lives are really worth living. Our Human life
force will collectively be tuned to that whisper of secret, one
day, perfect total Union centering all of our lives, and lighting
the way to higher ground for us all.
The Human Story of a Universe of “Us”
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42
A New Way to Be Human
On Earth

FROM now on our world will be transforming constantly.
Staggering, cataclysmic change will blossom everywhere.
Inexorably decisions and attitudes will begin revolving around
Human lives; Human values, making Human life on Earth
more valuable, more rich, full and more precious. Power, control, and who wins, or who loses will not matter any longer.
Not money, or how much things are worth, or how much you
have or can grab; not hierarchy, or the system, the “status
quo”, or who you are and what you have: Individual status,
wealth or power will unfailingly wither and disappear in importance. What will replace it is an evolving circle of relationships around you. Those who touch you and care for you, and
those you, yourself, care for and touch. This then is the last,
great Human revolution, that is happening where true revolution always occurs; hidden in the common, simple lives we all
lead. And the battle cry of this revolution is the quiet statement that, in the words of Pete Seeger, we must “treat each
other decently.”70
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This circle will expand and grow ever outward, finally engulfing everything else: The true “growth industry” on Earth. That
contact, that spark of Union will become what matters most,
above all else. And what is decent, beautiful and precious in
the Human soul will finally be set free from the malevolent
ignorance and terrifying darkness. Human beings at long last
will know deep within their beings why all of us must care.
We now have a glimpse of the way through to higher ground.
We have begun to fashion a new vision of the new Human
world that will one day be. And that vision is awakening all
over this fulminating Earth. We are finally aligning ourselves
with the truth, design and destiny of Universe. Our lives are
finally beginning to have deep, abiding meaning. We are beginning to finally understand why we were born, and why
we were given the gift of life, and where we belong. We can
sense it, now. You and I, we can feel it growing inside in the
dark shadow lands of our evolving minds, just waiting for the
light of day.71 You and I can together fashion a New Way to be
Human on Earth. One day Human beings will live “shared”
lifetimes on this planet, and our life force will walk into a new
day. Wait for it. We will survive and hand in hand and you and
I together will become what we were born to be. It is just a
matter of time.72
Our beings and our essences are priceless components in
and incomparable expressions of an indestructible Universal
Consciousness that is destined for magnificence and perfect
Union.

“From here outward,
The waves spread.
The echoes begin.”73
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Conclusion

THERE are some ideas that are so huge, that open the future
so wide… that you can build a world upon them. Such ideas
like the wheel, fire-making, the one God…and the heliocentric
universe change things so incomprehensibly that nothing is
ever the same again. The idea that human beings were born
to one day “share” life and reach a metamorphosis where
they can finally evolve and Consciously become the magnificent living concept that all Universe is engaged in a colossal
CONTINUUM to an unimaginable, perfect and sublime Union
of all creation is such an idea. It opens up a future so transcendent and incomparable that it finally becomes possible to
believe in, and gather together…hand in hand…to journey as
one life force into paradise.
In raw and crude fashion, this is the dream74 that is troubled
here in these confounding and radical pages. It has taken a
lifetime of dogged, relentless and discordant effort to drag
this idea out of the shadows into the fervent light of day
to be examined. Like gathering a pile of warm and newly
washed clothes from the dryer they have often times been
more than I could carry and I have dropped socks and stray
Conclusion
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things behind me, always having to pick them up again and
struggle to keep everything collected in a jumbled collage of
thoughts and words and language. You should read this with
the understanding that between the lines a human life has
passed concurrent and flustered here…consumed and run rabid with the amenities and the everyday torments and stark
crisis of work, family and never ending problems that besiege
and overwhelm us all in our frantic lives. Take the best that
you can find here, and forgive the rest. Use what fits, and take
the seeds dispersed here to help make a better world for us
all. Fashion our imperfect love and communion upon them.
Make them take root and grow in the glorious sunlight of a
New Human World where the oncoming torrent of our life
force will splendor in a magic Universe awaiting us all…and
Human beings on this Earth will finally become One.
Until that time.
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Footnotes

1

“Out of the night that covers me, Black as the Pit from
pole to pole, I thank whatever gods may be, For my unconquered soul. In the fell clutch of circumstance, I have
not winced nor cried aloud. Under the bludgeoning of
chance…my head is bloodied, but unbowed…”, Invictus,
poem by William Ernest Henley

2 John F. Kennedy, Speech June 10, 1963, American University,

Washington, D.C.
3

John F. Kennedy, Speech March 23, 1962, Memorial Stadium,
University of California, Berkeley, California

4

John F. Kennedy, Speech June 10, 1963, American University,
Washington, D.C.

5 John F. Kennedy, Speech March 23, 1962, Memorial Stadium,

University of California, Berkeley, California
6

Martin Luther King jr. Sermon at Temple Israel, February
26, 1965, Hollywood, California
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7 Al

Gore, “An Inconvenient Truth”

8

“And we must not underestimate how terribly we need a
new concept of man. The philosophical legacy of the seventeenth century, which Western civilization has been living on, is used up. The materialistic metaphysics which
gave us the Industrial Revolution is now destroying us.
Our institutions are foundering one after the other. Our
way of life is becoming unworkable. Our techniques of relating to each other are driving our species toward extinction and making our only planet an unbelievable garbage
dump.” Robert E, Ornstein (ed.), The Nature of Human
Consciousness”, New York, USA, 1974, p. 465

9

“But altogether we are in a transition period on a scale
such as no society has ever encountered. None of our social organizations are prepared to deal with changes on
such a scale. The result is that we may oscillate, or we may
destroy ourselves, or we may reach a high level steady
state. It will be a new form of society, totally different as a
new species, if we are to survive.” Carl Sagan, CETI, P. 151
(quote from J. R. Platt)

10 “I am of the opinion, however, that this time the problem

is forming up the other way around. This time the phenomenon of Life will eventually tell us something about
the laws of nature first. And when we finally grasp the
message, whatever its exact content, there is little doubt
that it will command a revolution in our ways of thinking, a turning inside out and upside down of our ideas
of space and time, cause and effect, person and identity,
that will make relativity and quantum mechanics seem
like a casual warm-up for the real event” Karl Brunstein,
Beyond the Four Dimensions, Walker Publishing Co.,
Inc.,1979, P. 104
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11

“We must free ourselves by one decisive effort from the
weight of custom, prejudice and tradition with which
our consciousness of the world has been overlaid, that
in that consciousness in its simplest and most elementary form we may find the true beginnings of knowledge.”
Descartes.

12

“There can no longer be any question that we will survive individually, we can only survive collectively. The
nuclear power plant that plows plutonium in our earth
to exude its poisons for the next twenty four thousand
years will be no respecter of individual security. The
mercury-laden fish are available at the best restaurants.
There is nowhere to hide, there is only a place to start
from.” Joan McIntyre (ed.), Mind in the Waters, Encore
Editions, 1975, P. 50

13 “We

don’t see things as they are, we see them as we are.”
Anais Nin

14

“Without a global revolution in the sphere of human consciousness, nothing will change for the better in the sphere
of our being as humans and the catastrophe toward which
this world is headed-be it ecological, social, demographic
or as a general breakdown of civilization- will be unavoidable.” Vaclav Havel

15

“I do not know what I may appear to the world; but to
myself I seem to have been only like a boy, playing on the
seashore, and diverting myself, in now and then finding a
smooth pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary while the
great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me.” Isaac
Newton, by J.W.N. Sullivan, 1938, P. 241

16

“Even among scientists themselves there are signs of a
metaphysical rebellion. Modern man is searching for a
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new world view…One might say that here is a problem
that cannot really be solved by ordinary sense perception
and logical thought. Here is a clear case where another
quality of mind is required.” Jacob Needleman, A Sense of
the Cosmos, P. 1 & 94
17

“You have a mind, and I have a mind. We can both observe our bodies, but I can never observe your mind nor
you mine. In this respect, you and I remain unknowable to
one another.” John Hurrell Crook, The Evolution of Human
Consciousness, P. 15. Also: ”We can develop and share a
language among uniquely different individuals because
each of those individuals can take on enough of the commonality of language within his own brain to allow communication. But we must never forget that the thinking
processes of the individual are still uniquely his or hers.”
John C. Lilly, The Mind of the Dolphin. 1967, P. 7

18

“The individual lies in a private world of his own perception, emotion and thought.” Daniel Katz, Psychological
Barriers to Communication, P. 170

19

“After a million or more years of little change and no potential for anything more advanced than the hunting societies at the close of the Pleistocene, a shift occurred, both
to a new economic base and to a new social unit, which
within 5,000 years led to the appearance of urban civilization in at least a few nuclear areas…Just why such a development should have occurred at this time, we don’t know.”
Man in Prehistory, Chester S. Chard, P. 181-87

20 “The only real prison is fear. And the only real freedom is

freedom from fear.”Aung San Suu Kyi, Freedom From Fear.
21 “One of man’s most striking differences from other animals

rests in his capacity for objectification. Francisco Romero
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has described man’s uniquely developed ‘capacity to distinguish objects, to individualize them’ as highly cognitive (P. 45, Theory of Man, Francisco Romero, University
of California Press, 1964) and quite distinct…The capacity
for objectification-which in turn made it possible to conceive of symbols, to devise articulate speech, to engage in
abstract thought, to practice art, to develop concepts of
persons, obligations and values, and to be aware of himself in the context of society-was itself of adaptive value”,
Grahame Clark, Aspects of Prehistory, Univ. of California
Press, 1974, p. 106-107
22

“The successful handling of things presupposes the capacity for objectification. To manipulate things to the degree necessary to derive knowledge from their handling
presupposes the possibility of discerning them as things,
of being aware of their relations, modes and properties.”
Francisco Romero, Theory of Man, University of California
Press, 1964, P. 18

23 “We describe and explain from a point of view but there is

no point of reference that is common to all human beings
in the way that the framework of space and time seems to
be.” Towards One Science, Paul Snyder
24 “The flow of time is clearly an inappropriate concept for the

description of the physical world that has no past, present
and future. It just is.” Relativity and Time, Thomas Gold
25 “Newton’s systematization of the concept of mass and the

clarification of its relation to that of weight were of decisive importance for the development not only of mechanics and physics, but of science in general. In mechanics,
mass became the fundamental characteristic of bodies
and eventually identical with ‘body’.” Concepts of Mass in
Classical and Modern Physics, Max Jammer, P. 75
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26

“There is a basic immutable substance that underlies all
matter which is never destroyed but merely changes its
form.” The Structure of Matter., Joan Solomon, P. 21

27 “The

fear of emptiness, this is humanity’s most dark, and
most dangerous secret.”, Swami Chaitanya Niyam

28

“I cannot but regard the ether, which can be the seat of
an electromagnetic field with its energy and its vibrations,
as endowed with a certain degree of substantiality, however different it may be from ordinary matter.” , Hendrik
Lorentz ,1906

29 “At last the cold crept up my spine; at last it filled me from

foot to head; at last I grew so chill and desperate that all
thought and pain and awareness came to a standstill. I
wasn’t miserable anymore; I wasn’t anything at all. I was a
nothing…I was aware of one thing only; next to the gaping
fact called Death, all I knew was nothing, all I did meant
nothing, all I conveyed meant nothing. There was no passing thought. It was a gnawing, palpable emptiness, more
real than the cold.” The River Why, David James Duncan
30

“Energy is a concept which cannot be given a model…
We cannot say what energy is like, because it is among
the most fundamental physical concepts at our disposal.
We cannot even hazard a guess at what energy might be
like from the point of view of physical structures. Indeed
even to try to guess is to misunderstand the nature of the
energy concept.” The Concept of Energy, D. W. Theobold

31

“I speak of peace as the necessary rational end of rational men.” John Fitzgerald Kennedy, speech at American
University and inscribed on the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts, Washington, D.C.
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32

“What we have discovered so far should serve as ample
warning that our future as a species is imperiled: We
are entering a danger zone- an uncharted territory- from
which we may never return.” Nuclear Madness, Dr. Helen
Caldicott, P. 24

33

“In all kinds of knowledge I perceive that my views are
insufficient, and my judgment imperfect. In experiments
I come to conclusions which…if partly right, are sure to
be in part wrong…always left with a tinge of humanity,
evidenced by its imperfection…Though in favorable cases I may see a good deal, I never see the whole.” Michael
Faraday, (Last lecture to the Royal Society, circa 1862)

34

“We are living at one of the truly crucial moments in our
planet’s history, like the moment of creation, the moment
when the first living cell was born, the moment when
the first animal crawled out of the sea onto the land, the
moment of man’s emergence. We stand on the threshold
of either utopia or oblivion.” The Global Mind, Lewis J.
Perelman, P. 272

35

“Scientific knowledge is a body of statements of varying
degrees of certainty—some most unsure, some nearly
sure, none absolutely certain.” Richard P. Feynman

36

“Death is awesome as the universe is awesome. Both are
realities far beyond the scale of the ego…But we have no relationship to death…death cannot be faced in our everyday
state of consciousness…Death is disappearance, coming to
an end.” A Sense of the Cosmos, Jacob Needleman, P. 58-62

37

“We’re born alone, we live alone, we die alone. Only
through our love and friendship can we create the illusion
for the moment that we’re not alone.” Orson Welles
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38

“We live our separate lives…And go our different ways…
Cause we don’t see eye to eye…And we can’t stand face to
face…We live our separate lives…While counting all the
days…Til the two of us arrive…In another time and place.”
We Live our Separate Lives, Song Lyrics, Allan Parsons
Project

39

“The participants in this symposium all suppose, without
question or examination, that one never knows other mindsor to put it better, other selves with their minds, wills, emotions etc- directly. They resolutely put aside the suggestion
that there may be an immediate intuition, sympathy, love,
or other way of penetrating beyond the outward forms men
exhibit. They take it for granted that no one can ever reach
the edge of another’s privacy, that no-one can possibly get
below his surface.” Love in a Machine Age, Paul Weiss,

40

“The question now before the human species is whether
life or death will prevail on the earth…No generation before ours has held the life and death of its species in its
hands…In our present-day world, in the councils where
the decisions are made, there is no one to speak for man
and for the earth, although both are threatened with annihilation.” The Fate of the Earth, Johnathan Schell

41

The New Colossus, A sonnet, written by Emma Lazarus
given as a donation to an auction to raise funds for the
completion of the Statue of Liberty, now engraved on a
bronze plaque mounted on its pedestal.

42

“There are powerful corporate entities, fearful of losing
their influence and wealth, arrayed against us. They are
waiting for the moment to strike…The tools are in place…
The mounting anger and hatred, coursing through the
bloodstream of the body politic, make violence and counterviolence inevitable. Brace yourself. The American empire
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is over. And the descent is going to be horrifying.”Empire
of Illusion, Chris Hedges
43 “Nothing

happens unless first a dream.” Carl Sandburg

44

“I have not a minute to hate. I’ll pursue justice for the
rest of my life.” Mamie Till, mother of slain and disfigured
Emmet Till who was murdered in the deeply segregationist ignorance and the brutal enslavement of blacks in the
Mississippi River delta in the 1950’s.The worldwide outcry,
and the desecrated, brutalized image of his mangled body
that she “wanted the world to see” forced the world to
awaken and change forever senseless atrocities like this
and was a cause célèbre of the Civil Rights Movement in
the United States.

45

“Father forgive them, for they know not what they do.”
Bible, Luke 23:34. First of seven sayings of Jesus Christ
during his crucifixion, traditionally called “The Word of
forgiveness.”

46

“Let the storms blow through the streets of cities; the
root is safe, the many-faceted animal of which we are one
flashing and evanescent facet will not pass with us. When
the last seared hand has flung the last grenade, an older
version of that hand will be stroking a clinging youngster
hidden in its fur, high up under some autumn moon. I will
think of beginning again, I say to myself then, sleepily. I
will think of beginning again, in a different way…” The
Firmament of Time, Loren Eiseley, P. 86

47

“Nirvana…the ultimate goal of Buddhism, described
in part as a perfectly peaceful and enlightened state of
transformed consciousness, in which passions and ignorance are extinguished.” Abingdon Dictionary of Living
Religions, 1981, P. 540, Keith Crim (ed.)
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48

“Mystical union…the union with Christ that Paul teaches
is gnosis, the highest liberating wisdom.” Coming Home,
Lee Hixon, P. 148

49 “In this condition, samahdi, the duality of observer and ob-

served is transcended and there is perfect stillness without boundaries and no self-awareness as an object; simply
light, bliss, pure being (sat-chit-awanda).” The Evolution of
Human Consciousness, John Hurrell Crook, P. 340
50

“There is a beautiful moment called Satori or enlightenment given to some at odd times. In this moment the One
sees itself create itself into all things and the mystery of
creation is undone…Back home it sees that wandering
through all creation, it never leaves home.” The Natural
Depth in Man, Wilson Van Dusen

51

“Yet we do not understand how it (organism) builds a
flower or a hand or an eye. All of which are plainly visible to us…How the cells unite together to form tissues,
the tissues to form organs, and the organs to form the
whole organism, we can describe but we cannot yet fully
comprehend.”Developmental Biology, F. H. C. Crick F.R.S.

52 “If the principle of relativity is to be fully exploited, then it

would seem that logical consistency could be maintained
only if the notion that matter is made out of discreet little bits- the elementary particles- were abandoned…A
full exploitation of the principle of relativity, according to
this view, should then start with the mutual interaction,
or said in other ways, the mutual influence, the oneness
without actual parts, rather than the free non-interacting
thing, as the basic entity from which to build a fundamental description of matter. Thus, instead of the elementary
particle of the quantum approach, it is the elementary interaction that must here be considered as the basic object
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to start from.” “The Search for a Theory of Matter, Mendel
Sachs
53

“the universe is composed not of matter but of music.”
Donald Hatch Andrews

54

“The Sun is but a morning star.” Walden, Henry David
Thoreau

55

“During the past four hundred years, we have gradually
adopted the belief that science can be built only on the notion that everything is made of matter-of so-called atoms
in the void. We have come to accept materialism dogmatically, despite its failure to account for the most familiar
experiences of our daily lives. In short, we have an inconsistent worldview. Our predicament has fueled the demand for a new paradigm- a unifying worldview that will
integrate mind and spirit into science. No new paradigm,
however has surfaced. This book proposes such a paradigm…the centerpiece of this new paradigm is the recognition that modern science validates an ancient idea-the
idea that consciousness, not matter is the ground of all
being.”The Self-Aware Universe, Amit Goswami, P.1-2

56

“Invisible rhythms underlie most of what we assume to
be constant in ourselves and the world around us. Life is
in continual flux, but the change is not chaotic. The rhythmic nature of earth life is, perhaps, its most unusual and
yet overlooked property. Though we can neither see nor
feel them, we are nevertheless surrounded by rhythms of
gravity, electromagnetic fields, light waves, air pressure,
and sound. Each day, as earth turns on its axis, we experience the alternation of light and darkness. The moon’s revolution, too, pulls our atmosphere into a cycle of change.
Night follows day. Seasons change. The tides egg and flow.
These various rhythms are also seen in animals and man.
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We, too, change, growing sleepy at night and restlessly active by day. We, too, exhibit the rhythmic undulations of
our planet.” Biological Rhythms, Gay Luce
57

“How do you get from here to there? What do you do?”
Children’s Song, Sesame Street, Children’s Television
Workshop

58

“To see, to understand anything means first to see and
understand that it is part of everything else, that nothing is separate, nothing stands alone.” The Medium, the
Mystic and the Physicist, Lawrence LeShan, P. 34, 44

59

Quote, as freedom is a breakfast food, Poem by e. e.
cummings

60

“…From forth the fatal loins of these two foes, A pair of
star-cross’d lovers take their life; Whole misadventured
piteous overthrows, do with their death bury their parents’ strife…” Romeo and Juliet, Act I, Prologue. William
Shakespeare

61

“His ship was powered…by a phenomenon known as
UWTB, or the Universal Will to Become. UWTB is what
makes universes out of nothingness- that makes nothingness insist on becoming somethingness.” The Sirens of
Titan, Kurt Vonnegut, jr., P. 138

62 “I read and walked for miles at night along the beach, writ-

ing bad blank verse and searching endlessly for someone
wonderful who would step out of the darkness and change
my life. It never crossed my mind that that person could
be me.” Anna Quindlen
63

“We will surely get to our destination if we join hands.”
Aung San Suu Kyi
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64 “A human being is part of the whole called by us universe,

a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself,
his thoughts and feelings as something separated from the
rest, a kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This
delusion is kind of a prison for us, restricting us to our
personal desires and to affection for a few persons nearest
to us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison
by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its beauty.”Albert
Einstein
65

“More and more it seems that form, the relationships of
the parts to each other, is much more important than the
parts themselves” Lifetide, Lyall Watson, P. 3. Also; “The
same truth- that all knowledge of external events is derived from the relationships between them- is recognized
in the fact that to achieve more accurate perception, a
human being will always resort to change in the relationships between himself and the external object…What we
perceive easily is difference and change- and difference
is a relationship.” The Cybernetic Analysis of Change in
Complex Social Organizations, Mervyn L. Cadwallader.
Also; “When, however it is realized that the recognition
of Gestalten depends upon the formal relations among
external events, then it is evident that thinking in terms
of ‘things’ is secondary- an epiphenomenon- which conceals the deeper truth that we still think only in terms
of relationships.” Communication: the Social Matrix of
Psychiatry, Gregory Bateson

66

“Love…the overcoming of human separateness, as the
fulfillment of the longing for union.” The Art of Loving,
Erich Fromm, P. 30

67

“An invasion of armies can be resisted, but not an idea
whose time has come.” Victor Hugo
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68 “Driven

by the forces of love, the fragments of the world
seek each other so that the world may come into being…
Love in all its subtleties is nothing more, and nothing
less, than the more or less direct trace marked on the
heart of the element by the psychical convergence of the
universe upon itself.” Love as Energy, Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin

69 “If

I had influence with the good fairy who is supposed to
preside over the christening of all children, I should ask
that her gift to each child in the world be a sense of wonder so indestructible that it would last throughout life.”
The Sense of Wonder, Rachel Carson

70

“This extraordinary problem which sooner or later the
entire world has to face up to, how people of very different ethnic backgrounds can learn to live together on
this Earth, doesn’t mean they have to live right on top
of each other, but that they have to treat each other decently.” Pete Seeger, quoted on a plaque displayed in the
Education Building, Beecher House Center for the study of
Equal Rights, Litchfield, Connecticut

71

“I learned this, at least. From my experiment: that if
one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams,
and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he
will meet with a success unimagined in common hours.”
Walden, Henry David Thoreau

72 “It

is possible to believe that all the past is but the beginning, and that all that is and has been is but the twilight of
the dawn. It is possible to believe that all the human mind
has ever accomplished is but the dream before the awakening. We cannot see, there is no need for us to see, what
this would be like when the day has finally come. We are
creatures of the twilight…All the world is heavy with the
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promise of greater things.” The Discovery of the Future, H.
G. Wells
73

When a father stands gaping before the gift of new life
brought into this mystery and family born through the
blessed wonder of his wife and the precious magnificence
enshrined in the holy, sacred sanctuary of women and
motherhood he is simply conscious of only one thing.
Deep, deep inside forevermore he knows that this world
can never be the same, and that with his hands, his heart
and his soul that it must change…and the undying hope
and the dreams begin. These words were at the conclusion of a poem written in joy and reverence upon the birth
of my first born. It is a man’s answer to the promise and
incomparable gifts given him from a woman. It is why we
drive and move and shake. It is the reason why I have never given up trying to change this world, striving to make it
better, trying to answer and honor the unforgettable two
gifts I have been given, and do not truly deserve.

74

“We engage in dissent for the sake of liberty and we are
prepared to try again and again with passion, with a sense
of responsibility and a sense of proportion to achieve
what may seem impossible to some. We are struggling
with open eyes to turn our dream of freedom into a reality.
I would like to end this lecture with my favorite lines from
Kipling with many thanks to Tim Garton-Ash who tracked
them down, ‘-but this is a different thing! I’ll not fight with
the Powers of Air-sentry, pass him through! Drawbridge let
fall-He’s the lord of us all-the Dreamer who’s dream came
true!’” Aung San Suu Kyi, BBC Reith Lecture, Liberty, June
28,2011, Broadcast remote from Burma
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